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Abstract:
Artificial muscle technology has seen vast advancements since its inception in the
1950s. The impetus for artificial muscle research is to overcome many of the inherent
short comings of traditional actuators such as their limited scalability and movement
flexibility. In an effort to further advance the field of artificial muscles this thesis
focused on the twisted composite fibre variety of artificial muscles, and aimed to
improve on the current state-of-the-art through a better understanding of the
fundamental mechanics that drive these actuators, and optimisation of materials,
compositions and preparation technique.

Niobium yarns containing a volume changing hydrogel guest material exhibited the
ability to actuate torsionally under a certain stimulus, that is: exert a torque and
generate a torsional stroke of up to 175°/mm. These torsional actuators were used
to test a theoretical model for predicting torsional stroke with good correspondence
between empirical and theoretical outcomes. The niobium yarns were, however,
inconsistent in fabrication, which led to the desire to improve methods for
fabricating twisted composite fibres. A range of material types were compared
qualitatively and quantitatively using a screening method for preparation of
optimised twisted fibre yarns. Notably, cotton and silk yarns performed well when
used in composites with a specific hydrogel achieving ~60% unaided return up-twist
post actuation. Due to its favourable performance and fibre morphology, cotton was
chosen for further experiments. It was imbued with HydroMed hydrogel and showed
torsional actuation through swelling-deswelling mechanisms comparable with
iv

actuators made from more exotic materials which were described in the literature.

A technique for preparation of large quantities of consistent composite yarn was
developed and demonstrated. The method adapted the industrial technique of
pultrusion to prepare the pre-twisted composite yarns, this method showed that
composite yarns could be produced with greater consistency establishing guest
fractions controllable within a range of <1% w/w, and could be readily up-scaled for
potential applications. These newly applied manufacturing techniques were also
used to produce effective cotton and hydrogel yarn tensile actuators with a novel
double-helix geometry. The double-helix actuators were capable of repeatable
actuation strokes of 9% under a stress 4 times higher than skeletal muscles. The
mechanics of the double helix actuators was modelled using a helical geometry
model which is verified by empirical results.

The work developed in this thesis has contributed to the better understanding of the
fundamental mechanisms that drive actuation of host-guest artificial muscles,
demonstrated an improved production methods of host-guest artificial muscles and
the production of a novel twist geometry for host-guest tensile actuators. Artificial
muscles of this type have a large range of potential smart textile, bio-medical and
robotic applications.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Background

Artificial muscles refer to devices or materials that, when acted upon by external
stimuli, have the ability to reversibly bend1–3, rotate4–6, expand7,8, or contract3,9,10.
Over recent years much attention has been dedicated to researching artificial
muscles and their potential to fill the gap in current actuation technologies

11

. In

particular, artificial muscles offer the potential to be constructed at the micro
scale12,13 for use in applications where volume is limited14. One example is the
development for micro robotic arms of actuating materials. These micro robotic arms
have the ability to pickup, lift, move, and place micrometre-size objects within an
area of 250 x100 µm 15.

Miniaturisation of conventional actuators such as motors (internal combustion and
electric)16 and hydraulic actuators17 has not been successful in similar contexts due
to their complex construction and the inherent decrease in power per weight as size
is reduced11. The current state of the art for traditional actuators is turbine engines
with power to weight ratios approaching 10,000 W/kg but are limited in minimum
size to about 100 kg 11. At the other end of the scale are DC electric motors that can
be produced in the order of 10 g but have limited power to weight ratios of 10
W/kg.18 On the other hand, artificial muscles such as piezoelectric14,19 and shape
memory alloys20 retain high power-to-weight ratios at small sizes, are simple to
construct and have the ability to fill niche applications for actuators (Figure 1.1) of
small size down to sub gram with high power to weight outputs of >1000 W/kg5,11,21.
2
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Moreover, artificial muscles are versatile and can accommodate linear1 tensile
actuation (as in hydraulic rams), torsional22 actuation (similar to internal combustion
engines and electric motors) and bending1,3,23 actuation (not yet produced by
conventional motors without mechanical linkages).

Figure 1.1 Comparison of power-to-weight ratios of various engines and motors, natural skeletal
muscle and high-strain artificial muscles Reproduced from11.

1.2. Natural Actuators

To better appreciate the way in which artificial muscles operate, it is important to
consider the biological inspiration from which they are derived. Artificial muscles
with their three distinct approaches of doing work (tensile24, torsional25–27 and

3
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bending actuation) are emulating processes found in the natural world in the form
of skeletal muscles24, and flagellum motors27 (Mot complexes) and the many
examples of plants producing a bending motion23,28,29, respectively.

1.2.1. Natural Muscles

Natural muscles are composed of a complex system of repeating units at different
scales. The largest unit of the skeletal muscle is the muscle cell, known as a myocyte.
These multinuclear cells are predominantly comprised of fibrils, an organelle
consisting of organised myofilaments. The myofilament unit, known as a sarcomere,
is the macromolecular structure responsible for myocyte contraction. There are two
types of myofilaments that must interact for contraction to occur: the thick filament,
containing myosin bundles, and the thin filament made of actin molecules24,30.

To initiate a contraction, skeletal muscles must be stimulated by motor neurons.
These neurons release neurotransmitters that cause a change in polarisation in the
cell, triggering an action potential. The action potential stimulates the release of
calcium ions within the cell. The calcium binds to the actin filament, changing the
conformation of actin to expose the myosin binding sites. Adenosine triphosphate
allows the myosin to cross bridge with the actin. The release of adenosine
diphosphate allows the myosin to change conformation to a low energy
conformation, pulling the actin filament. The binding of adenosine triphosphate
again changes the conformation of myosin, breaking the cross bridge30. The
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multiscale hierarchical structure of skeletal muscles is shown in Figure 1.2. These
molecular processes result in a macroscopic contraction of the muscle which are able
to achieve a high power to weight ratio of 320 W/kg , fast cycling of up to 170 Hz and
can exert stress up to 400 kPa31. Human muscles can achieve contraction of 30% of
their resting length and have an ultimate tensile strength of 30 MPa31. Put simply
natural muscles are incredibly elegant complex nanoscale structures that are very
difficult to emulate. As a result of hundreds of millions of years of biological
evolution32, skeletal muscles are effective, fast, self-repairable33 and power-efficient
actuators34.

Figure 1.2 Schematic illustrating the multilayer structure of human skeletal muscles showing the
multi-layer hierarchical structure of skeletal muscles (Adapted from30)
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Although artificial muscles can match and even exceed natural muscle in a number
of key parameters 35, however, the complete combination of properties of skeletal
muscles shown in Table 1.1 has yet to be reproduced in an artificial device.
Researchers have been pursuing technologies capable of mimicking all of the
behaviour and performance of natural muscles in a single device36.

Table 1.1. Properties of mammalian skeletal muscle37

1.2.2. Flagellum motors

Traditional torsional actuators have become ubiquitous in the modern world and are
found in everything from mobile phones38,39 (haptic touch generators) through to jet
aircraft40. In contrast, the presence of torsional actuators found in nature is quite
rare. One such natural torsional actuator is the flagellum26,27,41, Latin for ‘whip’,
6
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which is a common cellular appendage used for locomotion. The flagellum is
comprised of flagella filaments, which are long helical screws driven by a biological
rotary engine (Figure 1.3). This engine is powered by proton motive force which is
the migration of protons/hydrogen ions across the cell membrane of the bacteria.
The protons migrate across the cell membrane as the metabolism of the cell causes
a concentration gradient. When coupled to flagella filaments26, this system is capable
of rotational speeds of between 200 and 1000 revolutions per minute (RPM). When
operated without flagella filaments (without resistance), the motors are able to
achieve high rotational speeds of between 6000-17000 RPM25,41.

.
Figure 1.3 Depiction of the molecular motor of the E. coli bacterium a source of natural inspiration
for torsional artificial muscles reproduced from26.
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1.2.3. Natural Bending Muscles

Many complex bending actuators can be found in nature. These include the muscular
hydrostats which are muscular structures without bone or joints that are used by
animals to manipulate objects42. Examples of muscular hydrostats include tentacles
of octopus, the trunks in elephants, and mammalian tongues43. Bending sections of
many plants exploit swelling pressures working against stiff fibres to generate
bending movements. All of these systems have helically oriented fibre architectures
in common23.

An interesting example of plant bending actuation is the bending of awns attached
to seeds for self-burial of the seed. Species that show this behaviour include the seed
of the fleshy-stalked Pelargonium

28

(Pelargonium carnosum) and wild wheat44

(Triticum boeticum). Both of these seeds exploit changes in humidity that results in a
swelling and deswelling of a compliant matrix acting against a stiff non-compliant
helically wound fibre. In the case of the fleshy-stalked Pelargonium seed awn these
are tight helical fibres wrapped around a rod of swelling matrix (Figure 1.4 a and b).
The tight wrapping and the angle of wrap results in a continuous bending force along
the length of the awn resulting in a macroscopic spiral being formed that drills the
seed into the ground over multiple day/night humidity cycles (Figure 1.4 c). Similarly,
wild wheat awns have much less densely packed helically wound fibres within the
cell structure of the seed awn that results in much reduced bending motion between
hydrated and dehydrated states (Figure 1.4 d) when compared to the awn of the
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fleshy-stalked Pelargonium.

Figure 1.4 A microscope image of the surface of a fleshy-stalked awn (a), generated image of the
coiled structure of the within the fleshy-stalked Pelargonium awn (b). Bending of the awns of the
fleshy-stalked Pelargonium (c) and wild wheat seed (d) between wet and dry. Adapted from28,44

Artificial muscles emulate their natural counterparts in macroscopic movements
though not in the mechanical/molecular process that drives these movements45.
Between the subsequent generations of artificial muscles, the mechanical/molecular
process that prompt actuation has evolved, and performances have improved46. The
driving forces of artificial muscles are wide-ranging going from pressure driven
systems similar to pneumatic cylinders47 to field-driven changes in the crystalline or
molecular structure of materials20,48,49. More recently interest has been generated in
9
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the use of helical wound stiff fibres within a compliant swelling matrix23, this
architecture mimics what occurs more broadly in nature and has been shown to be
able to generate all of the primary forms of actuation through manipulation of
geometry of the helical structures 46

1.3.

Biomimetic Actuators

Successive generations of artificial muscles have been developed advancing their
properties and eliminated many of the shortcomings of preceding technologies. The
chronological order of these generations is not linear; however, it is clear that the
limitations of different actuators have been solved over time in an incremental way50.
Examples of these generations are outlined in Table 1.2. First generation artificial
muscles, such as braided pneumatic actuators, are cheap and effective and as such
have found commercial use51 though are limited in use due to the bulky external
control and driving mechanisms including compressors and solenoid valves.
Second generation artificial muscles, e.g., dielectric elastomers52 and piezoelectric53
materials solved the issues of external driving system by producing actuating
materials/composites where the mechanism of actuation is inherent in the
properties and structure of the material/composite and they can be driven by electric
fields supplied by electrodes attached to the material surface. These secondgeneration artificial muscles often required dangerously high voltages54 limiting
applications or have very small strains (<5% and often much lower)53. Despite these
short comings piezoelectric actuators have found widespread commercial success in
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applications that require small strains and very fast cycle times such as in fuel
injectors55 and printer heads56.

Third generation artificial muscles examples including ionic polymers57 and shape
memory alloys58, improved upon previous generations of actuators by significantly
reducing the voltages required for actuation. Ionic-Polymer-Metal-Composites
(IPMC’s) for example lower of required voltage, achieved through the movement of
ions within a liquid electrolyte absorbed into the actuating material1,2,12. This
mechanism comes with the negative drawback of additional packaging needed to
contain the ionic liquids within the structure of the composite actuator. Shape
Memory Alloys (SMA’s) on the other hand respond to heat induced crystalline
structural change59 which can be a consequent of resistance heating exploiting the
conductive nature of shape memory alloys.

59

Although SMA materials have been

around for a long time (since the 1950’s) they have found limited use as actuators
outside of the lab due in part to the difficulty in controlling this actuation and limited
cycle life60.

A recently emerged fourth generation artificial muscles are based on twisted fibres
and yarns. Examples of which are carbon nanotube actuators, niobium nanowire
actuators, polymer fibre actuators and most recently composite fibre actuators. The
actuation materials/composites of fourth gen artificial muscles can produce artificial
muscles of high power-to-weight ratios, large stroke61 and large forces5, but each of
them also comes with some restrictions which has limited full realisation of their
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application. More details on the artificial muscles and actuating materials including
history, typical actuation mechanisms, performance and limitations are presented in
the following sections.

Table 1.2 generational divide between artificial muscles and actuators

1.3.1. Braided Pneumatic Actuators

Braided pneumatic actuators are technically not an actuating material however, they
are considered by many as the first artificial muscle because they can deliver linear,
torsional, and bending actuation62. The linear or tensile actuation can be realised in
various design architectures known as McKibben muscles that were first developed
in the 1950’s and utilised in medical devices that were used to help rehabilitate polio
patients63. These systems were further commercialised in the 1980’s by Bridgestone
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rubber and given the name ‘Rubbertuators’64 which found their way into many
demonstrator robotic arms at the time including a tennis playing robot65. McKibben
type muscles have been subsequently developed by FESTO in the 2000’s through to
current times. These FESTO McKibben type actuators are now commercially available
for robotics developers to utilise within their designs and constructions66. McKibben
muscles consist of a braided sheath surrounding a balloon-like bladder. Expanding
the volume of the bladder with compressed air coupled with the constraint of the
braided sheath results in an increase in diameter and a decrease in length of the
device67 (Figure 1.5). The performance of these actuators can be modified and
controlled through careful selection of the braided sleeve geometries68. Although
simple to produce, McKibben muscles suffer from the need for an external
pressurised air source, as well as controlling valves which hamper their ability to be
miniaturised and used in human-like applications.

Figure 1.5 Cut away image of a typical McKibben muscle (left) showing the braided sleeving and
bladder (inner tube). Three arrangements of a typical McKibben muscle: under load not actuated
(right top), at rest without load (right middle), actuated (right bottom) reproduced from69
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1.3.2. Dielectric Elastomer Actuators

Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEAs) are a class of actuators first observed in natural
rubber in the 1880’s70, that change dimensions when subjected to high electric fields.
DEAs have become one of the most studied polymer actuators and have
subsequently been developed into artificial muscles that can achieve very large linear
strains up to 380%71 and volumetric expansions 1692%72 and generate stresses
ranging up to 3MPa71. Moreover, DEAs can be produced with fast response times;
with maximum cycle speed observed at ~1 kHz73.

Exploiting these favourable performance attributes, DEAs have demonstrated use in
a number of potential applications including: as electroactive fluid pumps74,
conformal tactile braille screens75, driving insect-like robots

12

, and as actuators

within lens optics systems76. Furthermore, DEAs have overcome the need for bulky,
external controls and drive systems present in braided pneumatic actuators and are
typically manufactured by applying a deformable electrode to a thin (typically
between 10-200 µm) sheet of the elastomer material71. A high voltage in the kV range
is applied to the compliant electrodes, generating a strong electrostatic field applied
across the dielectric elastomeric membrane causing compression of the elastomeric
membrane via Maxwell stress. Simultaneous orthogonal expansion of the membrane
is useful for actuation 75 (Figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6 Simplified representation of a dielectric elastomer artificial muscle inducting the two
major components: the polymer (white) and the electrodes (grey). When a high electric field is
applied the opposite charges of the electrodes attract squeezing the polymer into a different
geometry causing in actuation of the device. Reproduced from 8

1.3.3. Piezoelectric Actuators

Piezoelectric materials respond to high electric fields through changes in their crystal
structure that also result in macroscopic shape and/or volume changes in a process
known as the reverse piezoelectric effect77. Strains are limited to less than 7% for
polymer based piezoelectric78 and even less for ceramics which are typically > 0.1%79.
Though very limited in their stroke piezoelectric actuators can exhibit very high
stresses in the order of 300 MPa for polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)49 based actuators
and approaching 1 GPa for ceramic based actuators80. The main limitation of these
systems is the need for high operating voltages, typically in the kV range to achieve
usable but very limited stroke lengths. Many mitigating techniques have been
developed to reduce the required voltage including stacking smaller piezoelectric
actuators in series81 where each cell has a reduced voltage requirement, and their
limited stroke is added together19,55. Further methods amplifying the mechanical
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stroke of piezoelectric actuators is via use of simple machines (such as levers) that
can trade some of the force of the actuator for a larger stroke53. A good example of
where both the above techniques can be seen in the biomimicry flying robot
developed by Wood (2008) which uses a stack of bimorph piezoelectric actuators
with an amplified stroke through a simple cantilever transmission81 (Figure 1.7)82.

Figure 1.7 Example of a cutting-edge application for piezoelectric actuators powering a small flying
robot utilising mechanical stroke amplification through a simple transmission. Adapted from82

1.3.4. Ionic- Polymer-Metal Composites

First reported in 199283 Ionic-Polymer-Metal-Composite (IPMC) actuators in their
simplest form consist of an ionic membrane sandwiched between two thin compliant
metal electrodes84. The ionic membrane consists of a polymer film containing ions
and solvent molecules, when an electric field is applied to the metal electrodes the
ions and water molecules migrate to the cathode side of the ‘sandwich’ which leads
to differential swelling producing a bending movement a simplified depiction of
which is shown in Figure 1.8. Ionic membranes are typically made from negatively
16
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charged polymers such as Nafion™ balanced with mobile counter ions85. IPMCs
through simple geometry modifications can configured to convert the characteristic
bending movement into a tensile86 or torsional actuation87. IPMCs primary advantage
over the previously mentioned DEAs is the much lower operating voltages which are
typically between 1-5 V. Moreover88, IPMCs have very high strains classically around
40% %2 giving IPMCs a distinct advantage over piezoelectric actuators in regard to
strain. IPMCs also have high working frequencies demonstrated to be above 10Hz89.
Although IPMCs have many favourable attributes they so have some significant
disadvantages including: their low power density (0.02 W/g), low stress (up to 0.3
MPa) and packaging required to contain liquid electrolytes57. The latter of which can
be overcome by using solid electrolytes at the expense of actuation performance
because of reduced ion mobility and increased mechanical stiffness of the electrolyte
material90.

Figure 1.8 Illustration of an ionic-polymer-metal-composite depicting the metal electrodes, polymer,
and electrolyte (sodium ions in this example). When a potential is applied across the two electrodes
the electrolyte migrates through the polymer towards the electrolyte of opposite charge, causing
localised swelling of the polymer producing a bending actuation of the device. Reproduced from85
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1.3.5. Shape Memory Alloys and Shape Memory Polymers

Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) and the more recently emerging Shape memory
Polymers (SMPs) utilise the shape memory effect91,92 to produce actuators. This
effect is the ability of a material to recover a ‘memorised’ or ‘trained’ shape in
response to an external stimulus most often a change in temperature 45. In SMAs this
phenomenon results from a crystalline phase change known as "thermoelastic
martensitic transformation". Shape memory alloys at room temperature are
martensitic, i.e., they are in a soft state where the material can be plastically
deformed through a change of the micro-structure of the material.

Heating above the transformation temperature recovers the original shape and
converts the material to its high strength, austenitic condition, resulting in an
actuation response93. SMPs operate by plastic deformation that involves the
extension of polymer chains and the entropic recovery of the random coil
conformation of these chains when the polymer is heated above its glass transition
temperature94. Micro-structure changes such as these displayed be SMAs and SMPs
overcome the ion mobility limitations of IPMC actuators. Additionally, SMAs and
SMPs don’t require large external auxiliary systems such as braided pneumatic
actuators, high voltages like DEAs and offer much larger stroke when compared to
piezoelectric actuators18,93.
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SMAs have demonstrated unamplified linear strokes as of 8%95,96, power-to-weight
ratios as high as 50,000 W/kg95 which scale favourably with size actually increasing
as the size of the actuator is reduced, actuation stress up to 200 MPa and typical
cycle times of 3 Hz97. SMPs have many of the same attributed of SMAs but
demonstrate much lower actuation stresses characteristically ~3 MPa and much
higher strains upwards of 400%94. Nitinol (nickel/titanium alloy) based actuators are
commercially available for many applications including, thermostats98, switches99,
linear actuators100,101 and even toys (Figure 1.9). The primary drawbacks of all shape
memory actuators is the large hysteresis; which is the difference between the
heating-phase transition and the cooling-phase transition; resulting in a mechanical
energy loss in the system and difficulty in controlling the strain102.

Figure 1.9 Showing some of the many commercial applications for shape memory actuators (SMAs
shown here). a) SMA powered thermostats available from saes group, b) linear actuator on a board
by miga motor company, c) electric switch by saes group, d) SMA toy ‘heatmobile’ that rotates when
placed atop of hot water.
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1.4.

Fibre based artificial muscles

First discovered by early humanity, the ability of specific fibres to actuate has been
exploited for generations: animal sinews have been used to make self-tightening
bindings capable of attaching stone tools to wooden handles since prehistory. The
process involves swelling and making the sinew pliable by chewing on them, followed
by tightly wrapping the sinew around the tool and handle. As the sinew dries, it
contracted in length, tightening the bind as well as hardening to increase
durability103. A similar trick has been used by sailors, where it was discovered that
‘Manila rope’ contracts when wet104; this property has been employed by traditional
sailors for centuries to tighten critical knots.

The first mention of multifilament yarn-based artificial muscles comes from the use
of electrochemically activated carbon nanotube yarns in 2007 by Mirfakhrai et al105.
which was further refined in 2011 by Foroughi et al106. Since then, an entire field of
yarn-based artificial muscles has developed at a rapid pace through both major
discoveries and incremental changes, as detailed below.

1.4.1. CNT artificial muscles.

As previously mentioned, carbon nanotubes represent the first modern use of
multifilament yarn as actuators before their discovery as actuators. The earliest
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development of these yarns that would later go on to be utilised as actuators was in
2002 by Jiang et al.107 These yarns was further advanced and in 2011 by Kuznetsov et
al.108 Solid-state fabrication of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) produces
twisted spun MWCNT yarns107. Yarns are produced from a ‘forest’ of MWCNT grown
under carefully controlled conditions. This drawable forest of CNTs requires that the
CNT bundles are highly aligned with structural interconnections between the
bundles. When drawn into a sheet, the bundles of CNTs rotate through 90˚ and begin
to unzip; with the structural interconnections between bundles rotating and drawing
the next layer of CNT bundles into the sheet, as shown in Figure 1.10. Twisting of the
sheet produces yarns. Twist-spun MWCNT yarns produced in this manner have found
wide ranging potential applications for use in electronic textiles109, super
capacitors110, flexible transparent conductive electrodes111, light sources112, and
most relevant to this thesis artificial muscles/actuators113–116.

Figure 1.10 A series of scanning electron microscope images of a multiwall carbon nanotube
(MWCNT) yarn being drawn and twist spun from a MWCNT forest. A) A cone of interlocked MWCNTs
being drawn from a vertical MWCNT forest. B) Unzipping of MWCNT from vertical to horizontal
during drawing process. C) Twisting of a cone of interlocked MWCNT to form a yarn. D) Structure of
resulting MWCNT yarn. Adapted from108
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Electrochemically activated MWCNT yarns were first demonstrated to show an
actuation response in 2009 by Mirfakhrai et al117. These actuators established up to
0.5% contraction strain and stresses as high as 11 MPa with maximum strain rates
shown to be 19%/s. Actuators were produced from MWCNT yarns with a twist rate
as high as 15000 turns/m that were then mounted in the test apparatus and soaked
in electrolyte. A triangular voltage input was applied at a scan rate of 1000 mV/s with
a counter electrode included in the electrolyte to complete the electrochemical cell.
The mechanism of actuation of the electrochemically activated MWCNT yarns was
determined at the time to be attributed to changes in the C-C bond length due to
charge injection. Following on from this, it was proven by subsequent work by
Foroughi et al. in 2011106 that the primary mechanism of actuation was due to yarn
volume change driven by ion injection from the electrolyte as the MWCNT was
charged.

This work also presented giant torsional artificial muscles for the first time. The mode
of testing of the MWCNT yarns was similar in the works presented by Mirfakhrai et
al. and Foroughi et al. The point of difference was that Foroughi’s samples were only
partially immersed in the electrolyte while Mirfakhrai’s were fully immersed. In the
former case, the immersed part of the sample could rotate when it was swollen by
charging with the non-immersed part act as a return spring allowing the actuator to
rotate reversibly on charging and discharging. These torsional actuators were able to
achieve very high torsional strokes of 250°/mm of actuator length and torque to mass
ratio of 1.85 N/m per kilogram which is comparable to electric motors118. Key to this
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work is the observation that that actuation is due to a 3.2% volume change of the
yarn during charging. This observation has been further supported by subsequent
studies which have demonstrated improved actuation performance through the use
of larger ions which in turn drives larger volume changes119. This observation of
volume change driven actuation links these yarn-based actuators with those of
McKibben muscles where the braided structure of the McKibben is approximated by
the twisted structure of the yarn and the volume change is analogous to the bladder
of McKibben muscles. These actuators represent the first incarnation of what would
later be referred to as host-guest artificial muscles where the fibre is considered the
host and the electrolyte is the active volume changing guest material.

Figure 1.11 experimental setup of electrochemically activated MWCNT yarn actuators. A) Linear
actuator that demonstrated a maximum strain of 0.5%. b) Torsional actuator that produced torsional
stroke of 250°/mm.
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Following from the observation that actuation of twisted yarn based artificial muscles
is driven by volume change, host-guest type CNT artificial muscles were produced by
Lima et al.114. In their work, they prepared actuators where, twist-spun MWCNT
yarns acted as the host material and paraffin wax as the volume-changing guest
material. The paraffin wax, which is capable of a volumetric change of up to 20%
when heated between 30-90°C, is held within the twisted structure of the yarn.

Additionally, given the guest is a solid wax they do not require submersion in a liquid
electrolyte and hence could be made into solid-state devices. Host-guest artificial
muscles of this variety are capable of performing as torsional or linear actuators.
When used as linear actuators employing a stroke amplification method of twistcoiled yarns reversible yarn contraction of up to 7.8% with stresses as high as 14.7
MPa was observed, this represents an improvement of 15.6 times over
electrochemically activated MWCNT yarn actuators.

Conversely, non-coiled samples of wax filled twisted MWCNT yarns only produced
reversible contractions of 0.12% at a stress at 4.8 MPa. Moreover, these actuators
demonstrated a contract strain of 3% with an attached mass that represented
175,000 times more mass than the actuating yarn resulting in a peak power to weight
performance of 27900 W/kg. This very high power to weight ratio corresponds to a
performance approximately two orders of magnitude higher then human skeletal
muscle. In the torsional actuation configuration twist spun MWCNT composite yarns
were observed to rotate and recover with the aid of a return spring (a non-wax
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infiltrated section of yarn). Rotation speeds of 11500 RPM with a torque to mass ratio
of 8.4 Nm/kg were observed, exceeding the performance of direct drive electric
motors (2.5 to 6 Nm/kg)118 although still well under the 200 Nm/kg of natural
flagellum complexes25. The maximum observed power to weight ratios of 61 W/kg
when used in torsional application. Furthermore, this is an improvement over
electrochemically activated MWCNT yarn actuators10 of 466%118. Representations of
these host-guest tensile (a) and torsional (b) actuators are shown in Figure 1.12.
These actuators represent a large step forward in the field of yarn based artificial
mascles and cemented the hypothesis that volumetric change of the yarn drives the
actuation performance.

Figure 1.12 representation of host-guest MWCNT yarn actuators as prepared by Lima et al. a) coiled
wax infiltrated carbon nanotube tensile actuator producing stoke of up to 7.8% and maximum strains
of 14.7 MPa. b) Twisted wax infiltrated carbon nanotube torsional actuator prodding speed of up to
11500 rpm and toques of 8.4 Nm/kg. The top half of the actuator is not infiltrated with wax and is
used as a return spring which results in fully reversible actuation.
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1.4.2. Nb nanowire artificial muscles.

Subsequent to the previously mentioned studies. Mirvakili et al6. produced paraffin
wax infiltrated Niobium nanowires host-guest type actuators. Niobium nanowires
were of interest as they have physical properties that approach carbon nanotubes
particularly tensile strength, stiffness individual filament thickness and elongation at
break120–124. Of particular interest is the higher yarn tensile strength and higher
electrical conductivity of niobium nanowire yarns compared with the MWCNT yarns.
These advantages offered potentially improving device durability with reduced
operating voltages.

Table 1.3 comparison of physical properties of twisted Niobium nanowire yarns to twist spun
multiwalled carbon nanotube yarns6,106,114,125,126.

Property

Niobium Nanowire Twisted Yarns

Twist Spun Multiwalled
Carbon Nanotube Yarns

Conductivity

3 x 106 S/m

3 x 104 S/m

Tensile Strength

1.1GPa

460 MPa

Young’s Modulus

19 ± 5 GPa

15-20 GPa

Shear Modulus

17 ± 6 GPa

18-22 GPa

A method was developed by Leprince-Wang et al.122 to produce niobium nanowires
through compounding multiple extrusions of niobium rods in a copper matrix; with
the latter being removed by etching.122 To attain this very small diameter, rods of
niobium wrapped in copper were extruded into a single rod of smaller diameter; the
resulting composite rod is cut into lengths, bundled together and then extruded again.
This process is repeated numerous times with each subsequent pass through the
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extruder reducing the diameter and increasing the number of niobium strands within
the composite rod (Figure 1.13 a). When the desired diameter of niobium has been
achieved the supporting copper matrix was removed by dissolving the copper over 24
hours in a bath of nitric acid. This process results in very long (up to 40mm) and thin
(≥ 5nm) nanowires bundle of resultant nanowires shown in (Figure 1.13 b). Nb
nanowires have sparked interesting research in the fields of super capacitors124,127 and
artificial muscles/actuators.124,127

Figure 1.13 a) Steps of forming and extruding niobium (Nb) nanowires within a supporting copper
matrix. b) Scanning electron microscope image of a twisted Nb nanowire yarn after the removal of
the supporting copper matrix via etching with nitric acid. Adapted from6,121

Mirvakili et al.6 developed a method to prepare torsional niobium nanowire composite
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yarn actuators (Figure 1.14) by embedding paraffin wax into hand twisted bundles of
Nb nanowires of between 1200-5300 turns per meter. Upon Joule heating with up to
1.2 V/cm, these devices displayed very high reversible (through use of a return spring)
torsional speeds of up to 7200 RPM, power-to-weight ratios of 35 W/kg and maximum
torque to mass ratio of 0.9 Nm/kg.

With the exception of the torque-to-mass ratio, which can potentially be explained by
the higher density of niobium nanowire yarns, these performance results are
comparable to those of the host-guest MWCNT yarn actuators previously mentioned
in section 1.4.1. This work demonstrated the first instance of host-guest type torsional
artificial muscles that did not use carbon nanotube yarns. This study established that
fibres of sufficient durability and stiffness, such as the example of given of niobium
nanowires, can be used to produce actuators through the inclusion of a volumechanging guest material, within a multi-filament twisted structure. In the years since,
there have been subsequent demonstrated of torsional guest-host twisted yarn torsional
actuators using many other materials.

Figure 1.14 Host-guest niobium nanowire actuator mounted for performance testing test set up,
current is passed through the actuator to heat the guest paraffin wax which in turn induces a
volumetric response and torsional actuation.
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1.4.3. Larger volume swelling guest materials

Paraffin wax48,128–133 is the most widely utilised guest material in composite yarn
artificial muscles, although other materials have been used to produce devices with
varying levels of success. Most noteworthy of the alternatives to paraffin as a guest
material is the use of polymers such as polyethylene glycol and composites134,135,
silicone elastomer61 and most recently hydrogels23,136–142.

Although composite yarn artificial muscles utilising polyethylene glycol as a guest
material have demonstrated the ability to actuate, the performance of these devices is
inferior when compared to devices produced with paraffin wax. The difference in
performance is thought to be due to the limited thermal expansion of polyethylene
glycol when compared to paraffin wax. Conversely, actuators have been produced
from coiled twist spun MWCNT yarns impregnated with silicone rubber61. Low twist
angle yarns were immersed in uncured silicon rubber solution then left to cure for 24
hours. Post curing the infiltrated yarns were further twisted until coiled. Actuation
testing was performed through swelling and evaporation of non-polar solvents within
the yarn actuator. 61 The solvent could be delivered to the actuator through use of a
pliable sheath over the actuator with inlets and outlets (Figure 1.15) resulting in
actuating cycle speed of up to 1 Hz61.
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The driving mechanism for these linear actuators is due to silicone rubber absorbing
and subsequently swelling in a variety of non-polar solvents. Silicone rubber has
demonstrated swelling properties up to 400%143 when immersed in an appropriate
non-polar solvent. During testing of the actuators hexane was used which induces a
maximum free volumetric swelling of 167%, which is much larger when compared to
that of paraffin wax (>30%)144. The result was very large stroke artificial muscles. The
maximum performance of which exhibited tensile contractions of up to of up to 50%,
an increase in tensile stroke performance of 6.4 times when compared to the
comparable aforementioned MWCNT-wax based actuators (7.8% strain

114

).

Additionally, the maximum observed tensile stress was 45 MPa with the maximum
speciﬁc work of 1180 J/kg experienced at a tensile stress of 20 MPa.

These studies using guest materials with different swelling firmly establishes the link
between volumetric swelling of the guest material and the actuation performance of
the composite actuator. The trend is observed of higher volume expansion guests
driving larger and more powerful actuations strokes (electrolyte ions 0.12%117,
paraffin wax 7.8%114, silicon-solvent 50%61).
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Figure 1.15 Carbon nanotube and silicone rubber coiled composite yarn artificial muscle. a) Rig and
packaging used to test linear actuation of Nb nanowire device (A), solvent inlet (B), solvent outlet (C)
and load (D). b) Scanning electron image displaying the coiled structure of Nb nanowire-silicone
rubber composite yarn artificial muscle. c) Nb nanowire-silicone rubber composite yarn artificial
muscle before (left) and after (right) actuation by swelling the rubber in non-polar solvent. Strain
rates of 50% were observed. Reproduced from61

1.4.4. Polymer Fibre Actuators

As was established by the above-mentioned studies host-guest type fibre actuators
consist stiff multifilament fibres twisted into helical geometries with a volume
changing guest material impregnated within the fibres, this guest generates a
pressure which acts upon the helical fibres during a volumetric change. This is the
same mechanism of action that has been observed in nature in many natural
actuators and discussed in section 1.2.3
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Up until 2014 actuators of this type relied on composition of multifilament yarns with
a diverse volume changing guest materials (elaborated on in sections 1.4.1 through
1.4.3). Polymer coil actuators presented in 2014 by Haines et al5. represent the first
instance where the host and guest were the same material distinguished only by
different microstructural morphologies, as described in the following section.

Drawing of highly oriented polymers into fibres results in the chains of the polymer
aligning along the length of the fibre145–147 (axially). The semicrystalline nature of
these polymers results in the fibres containing aligned amorphous and crystalline
sections of polymer chains. When heated these amorphous sections undergo
anisotropic thermal expansion which in turn acts upon the crystalline regions of the
polymer. In this way the amorphous regions are analogous to the guest material and
the crystalline sections to the host in the traditional host-guest type actuators46. This
proposed mechanism of action is supported by the observation of longitudinal
negative thermal expansion and positive transverse thermal expansion in oriented
crystalline polymers above their glass transition point as described by Choy et al.148

Highly oriented polymer fibres have been utilised to manufacture heat-activated
artificial muscles3,5,9,149. Made from ordinary commercially available fibres such as
fishing line and sewing thread, these actuators are simple and cost effective when
compared actuators produced from more exotic materials such as the previously
mentioned carbon nanotubes (1.4.1) and niobium nanowires (1.4.2). As will be
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elaborated in subsequent sections these simple and cheap actuators can
outperform5,149,150 their more exotic counterparts. Actuators of this nature are
produced by inserting the desired amount of twist into the fibre normally so that the
fibre becomes fully coiled151–153. The twist is then locked into the fibre by heat
setting, a process where the twisted fibre is held and heated above the glass
transition point of the polymer then allowed to cool. After heat setting the actuators
hold their inserted twist without the need for clamping5,154.

Artificial muscles of this type have presented very high contraction strains of up to
60%5. Polymer coil artificial muscles utilise the tensile stroke and force magnification
of coiled fibres noted by Lima et al and referred to in section 1.4.1 are made by ‘over
twisting’ highly oriented fibres under suitable tensile load to form spring-like coils.
Fibres twisted into a simple helical geometry result in torsional artificial muscles with
limited tensile strokes, while over twisted fibres will form snarls (loops of fibres twist
over each other). Snarls (Figure 1.16 left) can be avoided by applying an axial load
(up to 35 MPa5,9 in the case of nylon based actuators) resulting in even and consistent
coils155,156 (Figure 1.16 right) and this coiled structure produces artificial muscles of
large tensile stroke. This large stroke is driven by the anisotropic thermal expansions
of the twisted fibres that cause the fibres to untwist, thereby causing a coil length
contraction. The link between torsional stroke and tensile actuation is further
expanded in section 1.5.1 and 1.5.2
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Figure 1.16 Snarled (left) and coiled (right) structures. Snarling can be alleviated during over-twisting
by the addition of an axial load to the fibres, this axial load will cause the over-twisted fibres to form
tight and even coils.

Artificial muscle produced from polymer fibres such as fishing line and sewing thread
have produced devices with the ability to out-perform similarly sized human muscles
by up to two orders of magnitude. The form of actuation done by the composite yarn
artificial muscles is dependent on the twist geometry where simply twisted noncoiled samples undergo contractions of up to 5% compared to the up to 60%
contraction seen by some coiled samples though under useful loads contractions of
up to 35% are more commonly observed5,150 (Figure 1.17). Additionally, coiled
polymer actuators demonstrated maximum stress of 50 MPa and power to weight
ratios of 27000 W/kg5 which is higher than the current gold standard produced by
turbine engines11. Work with fibre artificial muscles has shown just how important
the twist geometries of the actuators are to the performance of the artificial muscles,
this can be explained through fundamental mechanics which is elaborated further in
the following sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2.
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Figure 1.17 Demonstrating the tensile actuation performance of various coiled polymer actuators
over a temperature range. Insert images show nylon 6 actuators both hot and cold exhibiting the
difference in coil density between temperatures. Adapted from5

1.5. Modelling of Host-Guest Twisted Fibre and Yarn Actuators

Currently no models exist that can predict the actuation performance of twisted and
coiled fibre and yarn actuators. Many of the individual steps of actuation such as
length-change due to volumetric expansion, contraction as a result of induced twist
and volumetric free swelling of cross-linked polymers can be effectively modelled to
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high levels of accuracy through fundamental mechanics and thermodynamics157,158.
These are outlined in the following sections and are used to analyse some of the
experimental results described in this thesis.

1.5.1. Single helix model

The torsional performance during actuation of twisted yarn type artificial muscles
has been approximated by using the single helix model5,46,159,160. The single helix
model condenses the complex twisted structure of composite yarn artificial muscles
down to an approximation of a single helically wound fibre of constant length
forming a coil around a cylinder of variable volume. When the diameter of the
cylinder is changed (an approximation of the volumetric changes of a guest material)
the wound helix adapts to accommodate the volume change. The adaption of the
helical fibre can take the form of a reduction in the number of turns of the helix,
which experimentally can be observed as torsional actuation or via a shortening in
overall length of the helix which is observed within actuators of this type as tensile
actuation.

It is possible for a combination of both tensile and torsional action to occur
depending on the way in which the samples are mounted. Experimentation has
demonstrated that simple twisted fibre actuators of this type exhibit limited tensile
actuation but undergo large torsional stroke. Examples of the limited tensile length
change of composite yarn artificial muscles are the previously mentioned niobium
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nanowire and twist spun MWCNT composite yarn artificial muscles which in noncoiled devices exhibit very limited tensile actuation of 0.24%106 and 0.12%6,
respectively.

Figure 1.18 A single fibre of fixed length wound around a cylinder (left), expansion of the cylinder
drives changes in the number of turns of the fibre (not shown) or the length of the cylinder (middle).
Change in the number of turns of the fibre and/or the length of the cylinder can be described by a
right angle triangle where the hypotenuse represents the uncoiled length of the single fibre and is of
fixed length, the opposite side defines the number of turns in the fibre and the adjacent side the
length of the cylinder (right). Reproduced from106

The effectiveness of the single helix model to quantitatively predicting torsional
stroke has been demonstrated previously by our group. In this study154 four Nylon 6
fibres of diameters 430, 540, 840 and 1080 µm were twisted to a bias angel of ~30°
resulting in twist rates of 428, 340, 221, and 170 turns per meter, respectively. These
samples were measured for volumetric changes during heating by measurement of
the volume changes of silicon oil bath containing a fibre sample. The displacement
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of the silicon oil was used to determine the volume change of the fibres (change in
length was found to be negligible). The actuator volume change was then used in the
single helix model to predict the torsional performance of the artificial muscle and
compared to empirically derived actuation results over the same temperature range.
The modelling data was found to be of an extremely good fit to the empirical results.

1.5.2. Spring mechanics

The single helix model can be used to describe both torsional and tensile actuation
in simple twisted geometry yarn type actuators, these can be used to develop useful
oscillatory rotations, but the most significant application area is that of mimicking
natural muscles in tensile actuation. This is achieved through the use of coil
structures that are driven by torsion in the coil fibre. The application of spring
mechanics161 to these coiled structures show that stretching a coiled fibre that is end
tethered thus preventing end rotation results in a change of the fibre twist which can
be expressed as Equations 1.1:
∆𝑇 =

!∆#
$!

,

Equation1.1

Where ΔT is the change in twist (turns per m) of the fibre of length l that forms a coil
of N turns and when the coil length changes by ΔL. Coils made from torsional
actuating fibres generate large coil tensile actuation because the change in fibre twist
can be translated into a change in coil length. Equation 1.1 was used by Haines et al.5
to modelling the tensile actuation of coiled polymer actuators produced from fishing
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lines and sewing threads.

Figure 1.19 showes how a torsional actuation of a fibre in a spring like strcture induces a linear
response fron the actouator. Reproduced from5

Large scale torsional actuation has recently been discovered and only limited
understanding of the actuation mechanisms is currently available. The torsional
actuators are practically useful both in generating an oscillatory twisting response
and also as the basic mechanism for coiled fibre artificial muscle expansion /
contraction.

1.6. Learning Outcomes

Many host-guest combinations have been produced and reported. Materials that
undergo a volumetric change in response to an external stimuli are potentially useful
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guest materials. Simultaneously, fibre hosts need to have specific mechanical
properties that are necessary to translate the volumetric change of the guest into
functional work.

1.6.1. Desired Attributes of Host Material

Currently, the majority of research in the field of composite yarn artificial muscles
has focused on a few yarn types; carbon nanotube yarns, niobium nanowires, and
commercially available highly oriented fibres. These fibres/yarns all display high
strength, flexibility, ability to be coiled and; where applicable; good retention of
guest materials. Carbon nanotubes and niobium nanowire yarns have produced high
performance composite yarn artificial muscles. Unfortunately, their use is hampered
by high cost, limited supply and inconsistencies in the materials due to the bespoke
nature of their production. Any potential alternative fibres need to display similar
mechanical and physical properties of niobium nanowires and carbon nanotube
yarns while addressing their disadvantages.

The desired properties for fibre host component of composite yarn artificial muscles.
Include:
•

High tensile strength -> durability of the final device.

•

High stiffness (Young’s modulus) -> direct translation of guest volume change
into usable work without deformation.

•

Flexibility -> high imparted twist which is required for effective actuators.
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•

Host-guest compatibility -> device longevity and performance.

•

Commercial availability -> lowers costs and improves yarn consistency.

•

Small diameter of individual fibres -> higher surface area which improves hostguest interaction and enhances ‘twistability’.

Some commonly available fibres meet of the desired properties for producing
composite yarn artificial muscles and thus warrant further investigation. These fibres
include: carbon fibres162; polymer fibres including nylon and polyethylene163; sewing
threads164 such as cotton, silk and polyester yarns. More details on these fibres in the
context of their potential use in composite yarn artificial muscles are presented in
the following section.

1.6.2. Desired Attributes of Guest Material

Hydrogels are hydrophilic three-dimensional polymer networks that can absorb large
amounts of water interstitially (between polymer chains)165. This swelling
mechanism is the same physical process as the aforementioned silicone elastomer
swollen in non-polar solvent discussed in section 1.4.3, which are hydrophobic threedimensional polymer networks. As such, the Flory-Huggins157,158 equations can be
utilised to describe the free swelling of a hydrogel in water.

Hydrogels have displayed limited success as actuators in their own right and are
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hampered by a number of factors including: the isotropic nature of their actuation,
lack of durability, and actuation speed which relies on removal of interstitial water
from the bulk of the gel137; a diffusion-driven process that is demonstrably slow at
useful device size. Despite these short comings, hydrogels possess many distinct
advantageous properties over other guest material candidates for host-guest type
artificial muscles including their large volumetric swelling abilities, which are based
on well-documented and studied methods of production: these result in tuneable
physical and chemical characteristics.

Hydrogels have demonstrated responsiveness to various stimuli, such as
temperature166, pH167, light168, electric field, and specific molecules169 which in turn
if used as guest materials may result in actuators that respond to these stimuli. The
abundance of water found in nature is useful as this can lead to the development of
environmentally driven actuators which utilise the swelling pressures of hydrogels to
drive actuation for specific functions. Moreover, hydrogels generally have
mechanical properties that can mimic tissue structures and possess good
biocompatibility; this makes hydrogels promising materials in a diverse range of
biomedical applications170 where many artificial muscle applications are aimed.

1.7. Aims

The work in this thesis will study materials which can be used to prepare composite
yarn torsional artificial muscles with the aim of producing low cost, tuneable and high
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performance devices. The focus on torsional motion is due to the recently discovered
link between torsion in twisted fibres and high-performance tensile actuation in
coiled fibres. The mechanisms which drive torsional actuation in these devices will
be further investigated using newly-developed composite yarn artificial muscles. This
information will be used to develop mathematical and empirical tools which will
predict the actuation performance of composite yarn artificial muscles based on the
individual properties of the composite components. Predictive tools would guide
future/ current research in the field of artificial muscles to produce and tune devices
to specific needs without the need for expensive, broad scope and systematic
experimentation.

While the general aim of this project will be to prepare sophisticated, controllable
composite-yarn artificial muscles, the specific aims to achieve this overarching goal
are as follows:
•

Preparation of Niobium nanowire composite-yarn artificial muscles
containing hydrogel guest material and characterise their torsional actuation.

•

Investigate the dependence of volumetric guest material expansion on
torsional actuation and compare to a novel theoretical model.

•

Optimisation of preparation technique and material composition for
reproducible, consistent and scalable sample production.

•

Application of optimised artificial muscles for development of a novel
composite actuation mechanism through use of a double-helix fibre
structure.
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1.8. Chapter Summaries

Chapter 2
In this chapter, a previously researched niobium-wax composite is replicated with a
hydrogel replacing the wax guest material. These are characterised for their singleend tethered torsional actuation performance. The results were then used to
develop a mathematical model to predict the torsional actuation performance of
host-guest actuators using a single empirically derived fit parameter.

Chapter 3
Following on from the non-optimal preparation of samples from the previous
chapter, and samples presented in the literature, this chapter reports a method to
screen potential host-guest candidates. A range of commercially available yarns
including: glass, basalt, carbon fibre, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon are studied and
characterised in terms of suitability for composite twisted host-guest actuators.
Material screening procedures yielded an optimum host-guest combination which
was selected for a proposed up-scaling technique to produce large quantities of
consistent and uniform actuating materials.

Chapter 4
Techniques developed in Chapter 3 are utilised to produce novel tensile actuators
exhibiting a double-helix geometry. This exploits an axial expansion which translates
via the geometry to a linear contraction. This generated force and contraction is
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characterised in terms of different helix geometries. These parameters are
mathematically modelled and the experimental data is verified by a high congruence
between theoretical and empirical results.

Chapter 5
This chapter outlines the overall conclusions for this thesis, along with future
directions due to the experimental findings.

1.9. Schedule of Materials:
The following materials were used throughout this thesis and sourced as follows:

Table 1.4. Details of materials used throughout this thesis.
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2.1 Introduction

As mentioned in section 1.1, the miniaturisation of traditional actuators such as
electric motors and hydraulics has met with limited success due to the complexity of
construction and non-linear reduction of power-to-weight outputs of these
actuators11. Torsional artificial and torsional driven linear artificial muscles are
beginning to show potential practical uses in miniaturised actuators46 and sensors171.

The majority of reported torsional artificial muscles are produced from twisted
bundles of nano-fibres/wires with the inclusion of a guest material within the twisted
structure as outlined in Section 1.4. Previously reported guest material undergo heatinduced or swelling-induced volumetric expansions. Due to their high strength and
stiffness, carbon nanotube (CNT) yarns and niobium (Nb) nanowires have been used
in conjunction with paraffin wax6,160, hydrogels140 and silicone rubbers61, to produce
artificial muscles of large torsional (100°/mm) or tensile stroke (60%) these are
referred to in section 1.4.1 and 1.4.3 respectively.

The mechanism of torsional stroke can be related to the volume change of the guest
material with experimental observations from a small number of different
studies4,61,114,132,139; indicating that the greater the volumetric change of the guest,
the larger the overall torsional stroke of the device for a given fibre type. Most
relevant is the studies done by Lima et al. (refer to section 1.4.3) where tensile
actuators were produced via embedding CNT yarns with silicone rubber and swelling
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the silicone in different solvents. As outlined in section 1.5.2, the driving force of
tensile stroke is a result of the torsional actuation within a coiled geometry. These
CNT-silicone rubber host-guest actuators reported a >50% contraction in length due
to the elastomeric guest undergoing a 20-167% linear expansion as a result of
swelling in varying solvents with corresponding variable linear stroke61. The general
trend observed in the literature is the larger the volumetric expansion of the guest
material the higher the stroke of the composite actuator.

Although the link between guest expansion and device performance has been
observed, no quantitative model has been produced to predict the performance of a
torsional artificial muscle based on the properties of the device’s constituent parts.
The development and verification of such a model would greatly accelerate the
introduction of improved torsional actuators and also aid in the use of torsional
actuation for controlled delivery of rotation and torque.

The torsional performance during actuation of composite yarn artificial muscles can
be retrospectively approximated by using the single helix154,160 model as expanded
upon in section 1.5.1. Briefly, the single helix model condenses the complex twisted
structure of composite yarn artificial muscles down to a single helically wound fibre
of constant length forming a cylindrical volume. This model can predict the torsional
stroke if the volume change in the guest-host twisted yarn is known. To date, there
have been no models developed that can predict the volume change and the
anisotropic nature of the volume change in twisted yarns. The aim of the work
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presented in this Chapter was to conduct experiments with guest-host twisted yarns
were prepared with different host materials having different swelling properties.
These experimental data were then used to evaluate a new model that was
developed to predict volume changes and the subsequent torsional actuation.

Hydrogels, hydrophilic polymer networks capable of absorbing large volumes of
water, have a larger range of tunability of swelling ratios172,173 compared to the
aforementioned silicone rubber. Hence, they have the advantage of replacing volatile
and potentially hazardous non-polar solvents with water as the swelling solvent.
Utilising Nb nanowires and a sequence of HydroMed hydrogels (with a range of
swelling ratios between 30-95% water w/w); a series of torsional twisted composite
yarn artificial muscles were produced.

These composite yarn artificial muscles were characterised and compared against
the reported performances of similar devices utilising paraffin wax as a guest
material. Of particular importance is the reported partial recovery of twisted yarn
artificial muscles using hydrogels as a guest material without the use of a return
spring. The study’s final aim was to quantitatively model the relationship between
guest volume change and torsional stroke using hydrogel guests with controlled
volume change.
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2.2 Experimental:

Niobium (Nb) nanowires were selected as the fibres in the series of composite yarn
artificial muscles due to the successful demonstration of torsional actuation in waxfilled Nb twisted yarns in previous studies6. A series of hydrogels were chosen as
guest materials with a wide range of swelling ratios. The following sections detail
how the niobium nanowire bundles were prepared, soaked in a hydrogel solution,
and subsequently twisted and dried, to yield composite yarn artificial muscle
samples. For a comprehensive list of materials refer to Section 1.9.

2.2.1. Artificial Muscle Preparation

Artificial muscles were prepared by affixing wire hooks with silver crimps to the ends
of bundles of niobium nanowires (supplied by collaborators at the University of British
Columbia) as shown in Figure 2.1. In order to best handle the Nb nanowires they were
placed into a water bath and a loop approximately 50mm long with a diameter of ~2
mm was teased out of the larger bundle (Figure 2.1a). The separated loop of Nb
nanowires was drawn into a glass pipette, mostly aligning the nanowires along the
length of the glass pipette (Figure 2.1b). The loop was then cut free from the massed
bundle with a pair of embroidery scissors (not shown).
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A 2mm silver jewellery crimp (Spotlight, Australia) was sheathed over the barrel of a
needle (18 ga) and syringe (5 ml) (Figure 2.1c). The free loop of aligned Nb nanowires
was deposited back into a shallow water bath with one end being clamped down by
two magnets (Figure 2.1d, magnet underneath the water bath not shown). The free end
was drawn into the aforementioned needle and the silver jewellery crimp was slid over
the bundle of Nb nanowires. A wire hook was then placed into the crimp and
subsequently crushed, connecting the nanowires to a rigid fixing for later actuation
and handling (Figure 2.1e). This process was repeated for each sample, providing
fixing hooks to both ends. Detailed masses for each component were recorded
throughout the assembly process for later compositional analysis.

Figure 2.1. Preparation of Nb nanowire bundles. a) Teasing of a loop from large ‘nest’ of Nb
nanowires. b) Drawing of loop into glass pipette helping to align the Nb nanowires. c) Syringe and
needle with 2mm silver crimp over needle. d) Drawing of one end of the Nb nanowire bundle into the
needle. e) Nb nanowire bundle with 2mm silver crimps and end fixings.
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The bundles were removed from the water bath and dried by hanging for 24 hours,
pre twisted samples were then soaked for 5 minutes in a solution of HydroMed (3%
w/v) in ethanol/water (96% v/v), removed and then fixed to a DC motor with a
weighted rotation inhibitor of 500 mg; the rotational inhibitor stopped rotation in
the horizontal plane and allowed freedom of movement in the vertical plane (Figure
2.2). Samples were twisted to a final twist rate of 750 turns per meter within 30
seconds of removal from the polymer solution. The twisted composite fibres were
left to hang, fixed at both ends to prevent untwist, for a period of 24 hours while the
ethanol evaporated from the sample. The mass of each sample was recorded in order
to determine the content of embedded hydrogel.

Figure 2.2. Apparatus for applying twists to composite yarns. Yarns were hung with a weighted
(500mg) rotational inhibitor stopped rotation around the x plane but allowed freedom of movement
in the y plane. Twist was inserted by use of a speed controlled geared DC motor, number of rotations
was manually counted and recorded.
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2.2.2. Hydrogel sample Preparation

For the purpose of characterising the hydrogel materials without the presence of Nb
nanowires, neat HydroMed gel samples were prepared as follows. Various 10% (w/v)
HydroMed in 96% ethanol/water (v/v) solutions were decanted into shallow vessels;
solvent evaporation at ambient conditions over 72 hours yielded ~200 μm thick
sheets of dry HydroMed. These sheets were then immersed in deionised water for
48 hours with the water being refreshed twice during this period.

Discs (20 mm) were cut from swollen HydroMed gel samples, patted dry to remove
surface water, weighed and then left to dry in a 60˚C oven for a period of 24 hours.
After drying the discs were re-weighed, and then the samples were rehydrated. The
weighing/drying process was repeated three times for each disc of hydrogel. Swelling
ratio (SR) and water contents (WC) were calculated as follows:

𝑆𝑅 =

𝑊𝐶 (%) =

%&' )*++,-./ )*++
-./ )*++

01'*$ )*++,-./ )*++
01'*$ )*++

Equation 2.1.

Equation 2.2.

2.2.3. Characterisation:
Yarn Length Changes:

Nb twisted composite yarns were soaked in deionised water for five minutes prior to
being suspended vertically in front of a 50 µm scale grid; with the lower end free to
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move in the vertical plane (Figure 2.3). The change in length during the evaporative
drying process was recorded through observation of the free end over one hour using
an Optex digital microscope (50x magnification). Image analyses software
(CorelDraw) was used to determine the dimensional changes of the actuator as a
result of dehydration.

Figure 2.3. Apparatus for determination of volumetric changes in Nb nanowire/hydrogel composite
artificial muscles consisting of a horizontally mounted microscope viewing a hung actuator as it dries
in front of a 50 um grid. Inset shows a typical microsc

Actuation Testing

In order to assess the performance of the twisted yarn artificial muscles, actuation
testing was performed by free-hanging twisted composite Nb-hydrogel yarns with a
500 mg paddle (10 mm by 3.5 mm plastic) attached to the lower end (Figure 2.4).
The yarns were then hydrated using a dropper pipette with the resultant torsional
actuation (during hydration) and return rotation (during drying) being recorded with
the aid of a Microsoft LifeCam Web Cam (HD-3000).
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Figure 2.4. Actuating testing apparatus, samples were hydrated by rubbing a captured water drop
on the end of a glass pipette along the length of the fibre (not shown). Camera recorded actuation
response for later for later analysis.

Drying vs Recovery Testing

For the observation of mass-change during multiple cycles of hydration and
dehydration, Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarn samples were hung from a 3D
printed stand sitting on the plate of a laboratory balance (Sartorius CP225D,
sensitivity of 0.01 mg). Attached to the yarn was a 500 mg needle which indicated
the torsional angle of the sample against a 360˚ protractor positioned directly below
the yarn. The Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarn was hydrated and then left to
dry while being observed and the weight periodically measured. Two cameras
(Microsoft LifeCam and Web Cam, HD-3000) were positioned in a top-down
position to observe the rotational angle and in an oblique position to record the
instantaneous mass of the Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarn over an hour. The
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combined resulting videos were manually synchronised and analysed with data
points being taken every 5 seconds (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Testing apparatus developed from a micro-scale laboratory balance to record the change
in weight and rotational angle vs time of Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarn artificial muscles. a)
Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarn artificial muscle sample. b) Indicator needle and 500 mg
hanging weight. c) A 360 ̊ protractor and drip tray isolated from balance plate. d) 3D printed stand
sitting on scale balance plate transferring weight changes of the artificial muscle sample. Two
cameras (not shown) to record rotational angle and weight.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Physical description of artificial muscle samples

The hydrogel-filled niobium twisted yarns and hydrogel guest materials were
prepared as described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. Prepared samples
were characterised in terms of their composition, swelling ratios of the included
guest material and degree of twist (Table 2.1). A range of sample yarns were
prepared with ~750 turns per meter of inserted twist. Samples contracted in length
upon twisting with the contraction ranging between 5.9-12.7% of the untwisted
length. These yarns were robust enough to handle and the dry yarns were stress
tested by tethering a single end with a weighted paddle of 500mg (~200-500X the
mass of the yarns) hung from the free end which resulted in no loss of twist. It was
noted in Figure 2.6 a-d that fibre-based defects were common across all prepared
samples. Observations during preparation indicate that these are due to loose fibres
which were unaligned to the yarn and hence didn’t become incorporated during the
twisting process. These kinds of defects are also commonly observed in the
literature.

Neat hydrogel guest swelling ratio was calculated as described in section 2.2.2, with
the results calculated using equation 2.1 and reported in (Table 2.1). Percentage of
hydrogel guest was calculated based on mass measurement of the fibres pre- and
post-embedding with hydrogel guest (Table 2.1). The percentage of hydrogel guest
was highly varied between samples (Figure 2.6e). Although the samples were
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prepared using the same techniques, it was difficult to accurately control the amount
of hydrogel incorporated into the composite.

Figure 2.6. A niobium nanowire yarn in a pre-twisted state (a). Expanded view of pre twisted
manufacturing fault caused by miss aligned nanowires (b). Post twisted state and hydrogel guest
embedding actuator (c), expanded view of the same manufacturing fault post-twisting and hydrogel
guest embedding (d). Due to the limitations of the bespoke assembly process faults are difficult to
avoid. Volume of guest present within the artificial muscles (e).

Table 2.1. Physical characteristics of twisted yarns containing various hydrogel guest materials and
the swelling ratio of the neat guest materials.
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It is suggested that the volume of guest presented is over an undetermined critical
volume, this is supported by the observation that there is correlation between the
percentage of guest present and the actuation response of the samples.

As

previously observed in other studies large guest volumetric expansion results in a
greater device actuation response, the results of the swelling ratio of the neat
hydrogel indicate that the HydroSlip C will produce an actuator with the largest
torsional stroke.

2.3.2. Actuator Length Change

Composite Nb-hydrogel yarns were subjected to cyclical hydration and dehydration
in order to analyse the effect, in terms of total sample length (Figure 2.7). By
monitoring a single feature using the microscope set up shown in Figure 2.4, the
length change of the sample over time was recorded, as outlined in section 2.2.3. As
can be seen in Table 2.1. Physical characteristics of twisted yarns containing various
hydrogel guest materials and the swelling ratio of the neat guest materials., very little
percentage change in sample length was recorded for each composite fibre
composition.

As outlined by the single helix model the complex structure of these yarns can be
mathematically approximated by describing a single helically wound inextensible
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fibre wrapped around a cylinder so that changes in volume of the helix can respond
by changing in length, number of turns (increasing the diameter) or a combination of
both. These results obtained during hydration/dehydration of the Nb-hydrogel
samles show that negligible length changes occur which indicates that all of the
pressure being exerted by the swelling of the guest hydrogel is being directed by the
helically-oriented Nb nanowires to generate untwist within the device by overcoming
the material’s internal resistance to strain.

Figure 2.7. Image analysis of a Nb-hydrogel composite yarn sample during hydration and
dehydration cycles. Length measurements were recorded between two fixed points, using a specific
sample feature as a guide (bottom of silver crimp used in shown example).

Table 2.2. Calculated length changes during water swelling of Nb-hydrogel twisted yarns. Numbers
were representative samples of each of the five hydrogel guest types.
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2.3.3. Torsional Actuation Analysis

For examination of the hydration-based actuation over multiple cycles of
hydration/dehydration, torsional actuation analysis was carried out as described in
section 2.2.3. The rotation was observed using a video camera directed at a hanging
paddle while the hydrogel underwent swelling and de-swelling, with typical results
shown in Figure 2.8.

The degrees of rotation were plotted as a function of

subsequent cycle number in order to investigate the cycling reversibility and
reproducibility over time (Figure 2.9).

The composite Nb-HydroMed D640 fibre was seen to rotate considerably less during
each hydration with increasing cycle number. For example, there was a 55% decrease
in torsional rotation stroke from the first to fourth hydration cycle. An inflection point
is observable at the fourth cycle where the degradation in actuation stroke between
cycles plateaus so that the reduction in performance between cycles is
approximately 3% for the fourth cycle onwards. As described below, this general
trend was also observed in all other samples and subsequent analysis of the
actuation performance was done at the fourth cycle.

In all cycles the return torsional rotation during dehydration was less than the
untwisting rotation occurring during hydration. The amount of return rotation
declined from cycle-to-cycle but to a much smaller extent than the hydration-
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induced untwisting torsional stroke. The net result was a progressive untwisting of
the sample during cycling testing.

Figure 2.8. An example of torsional actuation/return vs hydration/dehydration cycle number of a
composite actuator containing HydroMed™ D640 hydrogel guest material. (Data shown is averaged
from 3 samples)

Cyclic actuation testing was carried out for all HydroMed-containing composite yarns
to determine the torsional actuation response and the actuation degradation over
time (Figure 2.9). Cyclic actuation tests showed a large drop in the degrees of
rotation for each Nb nanowire yarn HydroMed composite actuators. Between the
first and second hydration actuation cycle, the performance on average for all grades
of HydroMed guest materials devices reduced by 30%.

The reduction in performance between the second and third actuation was 20%
across all devices, and performance further reduced between the third and fourth
actuation cycles by 10%. The reduction of performance of the artificial muscles
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reduced to <5% between cycles for subsequent tested actuation cycles 4th- 10th (7th10th cycle not shown as individual samples were used for different experiments). In
contrast, the torsional stroke during dehydration was reasonably constant across all
cycles which one saw a reduction of approximately 5% between cycles. It has been
previously reported that one-end-tethered torsional actuation is rarely fully
reversible with degradation of actuation stroke prominent in early cycles of volume
change106,160,174. Although the artificial muscles were not fully reversible, they were
of sufficient performance, as demonstrated through cyclic tests, for further
exploration. The highest observed torsional actuation of 175°/mm compares
favourably to the previously reported niobium/wax composite torsional actuators of
100°/mm6 .

Figure 2.9. Torsional actuation/return vs hydration/dehydration cycle number of a composite
actuators containing hydrogel guest materials. Note y axis scales vary in each graph, D640 previously
shown in Figure 2.8
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Table 2.3. Averaged detailed results of torsional actuation/return of composite actuators containing
five different hydrogel guest materials

Most importantly, the torsional stroke of the hydrogel-filled Nb twisted yarns was
found to be strongly dependent upon the type of hydrogel guest and, consequently,
on the degree of water-induced swelling (Figure 2.10). The higher the swelling ratio
the higher the torsional stroke, as seen in Figure 2.10 for data collected during the
4th hydration cycle for all samples. The torsional stroke increases when a more
hydrophilic hydrogel was used as guest, but the relationship between torsional
stroke and swelling ratio was non-linear.

Figure 2.10. Fourth cycle actuation of Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarns containing various gel
types (scatter plot) overlayed on the swelling ratio of the neat hydrogel guest materials (bar chart).
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The correlation between torsional stroke and water content was further investigated
by simultaneously measuring paddle rotation and sample mass during drying (Figure
2.11) during the twist recovery phase of Nb nanowire-hydrogel composite yarns. The
investigation of the relationship of twist recovery to the swelling of the hydrogel
guest was material found to be inversely proportional. Moreover, these results show
the actuation response dependence on the swelling of the hydrogel guest material
(Figure 2.10).

Figure 2.11. Graph of drying (from fully swollen to dry) vs degrees of rotation of Nb nanowire- guest
hydrogel composite yarn artificial muscle over time.

2.3.4. Mathematical Modelling of Torsional Actuation

For a twisted yarn, the extent of yarn untwist can be estimated by analogy with a
single helix model. In this model, a helically wound fibre of length b is assumed to
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wrap around a cylindrical volume of diameter do and overall length of Lo. The fibre
makes no number of turns around this hypothetical cylinder with the bias angle of𝛼1 .
This helical structure is geometrically equivalent to a right triangle (Section 1.5.1).
Using the relations that exist between angles and arm lengths in a right triangle, the
helix model provides the following relationships between bias angle, cylinder
diameter, and the number of turns in the helical structure:

cos(𝛼1 ) = 𝐿1 ⁄𝑏1

(Equation 2.3)

sin(𝛼1 ) = 𝜋𝑛1 𝑑1 ⁄𝑏1

(Equation 2.4)

Any change in fibre length, cylinder diameter or length will result in a new number
of turns (n) and/or bias angle (𝛼) to accommodate the new parameters following
equations 2.3 and 2.4. Thereby, a quantitative relationship154 between fibre untwist
and its geometrical parameters (volume (v), device length (L), string length(b)) can
be shown as:
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(Equation 2.5)

Fibre untwist can be described as (∆𝑛 = 𝑛 − 𝑛2 ) and when both bo and Lo remain
constant equation 2.5 can be simplified in terms of initial yarn twist and ratio of final
yarn diameter to initial yarn diameter (λ1) to:

∆𝑛 = <4

3
" ,3
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A twisted Nb yarn infused with hydrogel can be idealised as a single helical fibre with
constant length (bo) wrapped around an elastic network (hydrogel). While the
hydrogel can undergo a volume change upon hydration/dehydration, its swelling is
constrained by the Nb construct. The Nb nanowires infiltrated through the hydrogel
network can be envisioned as an elastic sheath surrounding the hydrogel network,
where the radial and longitudinal expansion of hydrogel is limited by this elastic
sheath.

The Helmholtz free energy (𝑊) of a gel swollen in a solvent can be assumed as the
summation of an elastic free energy component (𝑊& ) and the mixing free energy
(𝑊) ). The elastic free energy is the result of polymer network deformation (𝜆) while
the latter reflects the mixing of polymer chains and solvent molecules175–177:

𝑊(𝜆, 𝐽) = 𝑊& (𝜆) + 𝑊) (𝐽),

(Equation 2.7)

where 𝐽 is the volumetric swelling ratio of the hydrogel. For a hydrogel under an
external load equilibrated in water, equation (2.7) can be used to determine the
nominal stresses imposed on the hydrogel from the resulting network deformation:

𝜎3 =

6%# (4)

𝜎9 =

6%# (4)

𝜎: =

6%# (4)

64"
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− Π) (𝐽)𝜆9 𝜆:

(Equation 2.8a)

− Π) (𝐽)𝜆3 𝜆:

(Equation 2.8b)

− Π) (𝐽)𝜆3 𝜆9

(Equation 2.8c)
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In equations (2.7),𝜎3 𝜎9 and 𝜎: are nominal applied stresses along three orthogonal
directions and based on the dry condition, and 𝜆3 , 𝜆9 and 𝜆: are deformation ratios
based on the initial dry dimensions of the gel. Π) (𝐽) is the osmotic pressure of the
gel in the solvent and is only a function of swelling ratio 𝐽, where Π) (𝐽) = − 𝑑𝑊) ⁄𝑑𝐽
and 𝐽 = 𝜆3 𝜆9 𝜆: .

By defining free energies in equation (2.7), equations (2.8) are known. Using a
Gaussian chain model for elastic free energy, 𝑊& (𝜆) is:

3

𝑊& (𝜆) = 9 𝑁𝑘𝑇[𝜆39 + 𝜆99 + 𝜆9: − 3 − 2log(𝜆3 𝜆9 𝜆: )]

(Equation 2.9)

Where 𝑁 is the number of elastically effective polymer chains per unit volume of the
hydrogel network, and 𝑁𝑘𝑇 represents the elastic modulus of the dry network
assuming that the network remains rubbery in the dry state. Equation (2.9) is used in
equations (2.9) to obtain:

𝜎3 = 𝑁𝑘𝑇(𝜆3 − 𝜆3,3 ) − Π) (𝐽)𝜆9 𝜆:

(Equation 2.10a)

𝜎9 = 𝑁𝑘𝑇(𝜆9 − 𝜆,3
9 ) − Π) (𝐽)𝜆3 𝜆:

(Equation 2.10b)

𝜎: = 𝑁𝑘𝑇(𝜆: − 𝜆,3
: ) − Π) (𝐽)𝜆3 𝜆9

(Equation 2.10c)

The mixing free energy can be determined from Flory-Huggins theory for very long
polymer chains mixed with solvent molecules:
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𝑊) (𝐽) =

!;0
<%

[(𝐽 − 1)log(1 − 𝐽,3 ) + 𝜒(1 − 𝐽,3 )]

(Equation 2.11)

Vs is the volume of a solvent molecule (for water ~2.99 x 10-29 m3), and J-1 represents
the volume fraction of the polymer network in the swollen hydrogel. χ is the FloryHuggins interaction parameter, accounting for the interaction between solvent
molecules and polymer chains. Consequently, Π) (𝐽) is:

Π) (𝐽) = −

!;0
<%

[𝐽,3 + log(1 − 𝐽,3 ) + 𝜒 𝐽,9 ]

(Equation 2.12)

For a free swelling hydrogel, where the gel network is isotropically equilibrated in
water we have: 𝜎3 = 𝜎9 = 𝜎: =0, 𝜆3 = 𝜆9 = 𝜆: = 𝜆1 and 𝐽1 = 𝜆:1 . Once J0 is known
for a swollen gel, the osmotic pressure is obtained from equations (2.10):

Π) (𝐽1 ) =

!;0
=&

9/:

Q𝐽1

− 1R

(Equation 2.13)

By equations 2.12 and 2.13, the interaction parameter (𝜒) is obtained for the free
swollen hydrogel.

The external sheath (Nb construct) can be assumed to exhibit Hookean behaviour.
Hence, any deformation induced to the sheath by the expanding hydrogel will
generate a resistive force which is linearly proportional to the deformation.
Moreover, the hydrogel expansion is equal to the sheath deformation. For instance,
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when hydrogel expands radially by a factor of 𝜆3 the elastic sheath, too, stretches 𝜆3
times. Since the elastic sheath is Hookean, the generated stress in this direction is:

𝜎3 = 𝐸3 (𝜆3 − 1)

(Equation 2.14a)

A similar scenario is valid when the hydrogel expands in length:

𝜎: = 𝐸: (𝜆: − 1)

(Equation 2.14b)

Note that the mechanical resistance that this sheath applies to the hydrogel is not
isotropic, thereby the stiffness is direction-dependent and can be described by
direction-dependent moduli E1 and E3 for the sheath.

For coupling the external sheath and the inner hydrogel, equations (2.14) are
inserted into equations (2.10), assuming 𝜎3 = 𝜎9 and 𝜆3 = 𝜆9 , to obtain:

𝐸3 (𝜆3 − 1) = 𝑁𝑘𝑇(𝜆3 − 𝜆3,3 ) − Π) (𝐽)𝜆3 𝜆:
9
𝐸: (𝜆: − 1) = 𝑁𝑘𝑇(𝜆: − 𝜆,3
: ) − Π) (𝐽)𝜆3

(Equation 2.14a)
(Equation 2.14b)

Using equation (2.13), equations (2.14) can be solved to give 𝜆3 and 𝜆: once NkT and

χ are known for any given hydrogel and values are fitted to E1 and E3. When 𝜆3 and
𝜆: are known, equation 2.6 can be used to determine the number of untwists.
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Figure 2.12 depicts the predicted performance of torsional composite yarn artificial
muscles at an initial twist rate of 750 turns per meter with hydrogels of varied
swelling ratio plotted against the empirically derived torsional actuation taken from
the first hydration. A good correlation can be seen between the prediction of the
model and the empirical data. The Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (𝜒) was taken
to be in the range of 0.41 – 0.49 and over this range the degree of swelling was not
significantly affected by the value of 𝜒. In these predictions, the sheath moduli were
taken to be 10 MPa and 1000 MPa.

The E3 value was assumed to be large because the experiments showed that the
hydration-induced length change was negligible. This observation is interpreted as
the Nb nanowires effectively restricting gel expansion along the long axis of the fibre.
In the model, this scenario was achieved by choosing a large value for E3. The value
of the diameter direction sheath modulus E1 was obtained by fitting a modulus value
to match the untwist results measured for sample D4. These same moduli values
were then applied to all other samples. A good correlation was found between the
predicted untwist and the measured untwist for all samples, which indicates that the
chosen sheath moduli are constant for all samples. All samples retained
approximately the same twisted Nb nanowire structure and it is reasonable to expect
that this assembly of nanowires will control the elastic moduli in both the diameter
and length directions.
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Figure 2.12. A plot of swelling ratio vs torsional actuation response of experimental and
computationally modelled data.

2.4. Conclusions
Composite yarn torsional artificial muscles were successfully produced. Fibre bundles
were prepared, these were then embedded with varying hydrogel guest materials
with an inserted twist to produced torsional actuators. Actuation was tested through
hydration and dehydration that showed a distinct correlation between the
volumetric expansion of the guest material and the torsional performance of the
actuator, whereby guests of higher volumetric expansion produce actuators of larger
torsional stroke. It was found that the cyclic actuation was not fully reversible in
these composite yarn torsional actuators though they were of sufficient quality for
investigation into mechanisms of actuation. Insight into the actuation response was
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used to develop a mathematical model that was used to predict the output of
prepared actuators. The model results were a good match to empirical data and may
provide insight into the design of actuators with specific performance objectives.
Limitations where found in the manufacturing methods of the actuators including
the consistency of the fibre and the volume control of embedded active guest
material. The manufacturing methods of composite yard actuators and how to
improve them will be the focus of subsequent chapters.
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3.1 Introduction

As presented in Chapter 2, and seen in many publications (Figure 3.1), it is difficult
to manufacture high quality, consistent and repeatable host-guest actuators in
laboratory settings. Many defects commonly occur in twisted yarns with
incorporated guest material, as shown in Figure 3.1. Bundles of unincorporated
fibres often protrude from the body of the yarn, meaning that they do not contribute
to the actuation performance. Furthermore, due to their non-uniformity, they would
be incompatible with typical yarn processing techniques when put to a particular
application which may require the yarn to fit through an aperture of a certain
diameter.

Figure 3.1 Host-guest artificial muscles on the macro scale: white boxes indicate regions of physical
abnormalities due to the handmade nature of the actuators. a) Niobium nanowire/ paraffin wax
filled torsional actuator (adapted from6). b) Niobium nanowire /hydrogel actuator as tested from the
previous chapter (major gridlines = 1 cm). c) carbon fibre/silicone rubber linear actuator (adapted
from162). Defects in a) and b) are shown as areas of larger diameter that may involve unincorporated
fibres and/or excess guest. Sample c) is twisted and coiled with variations in the coil geometry, as
highlighted. 162). Defects in a) and b) are shown as areas of larger diameter that may involve
unincorporated fibres and/or excess guest. Sample c) is twisted and coiled with variations in the coil
geometry, as highlighted.
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At their core, host-guest composite yarn actuators, consisting of fibres embedded
with an active material, are not dissimilar to other fibre-based composites. Fibrebased composite materials are used in many engineering applications; employing
carbon and/or glass fibre composites in the manufacturing of many products: cars178,
boats179, aircraft180, storage tanks181, space craft182 just to name a few.

The similarities between composite yarn actuators and engineering composites leads
to the hypothesis that common industrial production methods could be modified to
produce consistent host-guest artificial muscles at larger scales and improved
quality. Moreover, the potential controllability of industrial techniques could lead to
actuators without many of the defects seen in some of the current samples. Of
primary interest is polymer resin infusion methods; employed by manufacturers of
composite products which ensure even and consistent fibre-to-polymer
concentrations.

This chapter expands on work presented in Chapter 2 and will focus on the
development of simple screening techniques to find suitable host-guest
combinations. Furthermore; the development of methods to produce host-guest
actuators borrowing from industrial techniques are explored. This approach may be
adapted to produce large quantities of twisted yarn torsional (and potentially twisted
and coiled yarn linear) actuators, and can be produced via the use of simple
machinery.
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3.2 Experimental:

3.2.1 Hydrogel Characterisation

Hydrogel samples were prepared using HydroMed D series polymers, as outlined
previously in section 2.2.2. Various characterisation techniques were employed to
investigate its role as a guest material in composite artificial muscles; for each
technique, sample sizes and formulations were prepared as will be outlined below.

Linear expansion

Hydrogel discs (15mm diameter) were cut from each stock film (dried) sample using
a stainless steel disc cutter. Linear expansion (LE) of the hydrogels during the swelling
process was calculated as follows:

𝐿𝐸 =

𝑊𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟−𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

Equation 3.1.

Viscosity measurement of hydrogel solutions

Rheological measurements of precursor solutions (ethanol and polymer) were
acquired with an Anton Paar Physica MCR 301 Digital Rheometer (conical plate tool;
diameter, 50 mm). Flow curves were recorded for each liquid sample (600 μL) by
varying the shear strain between 0.01 s-1 and 100 s-1 in rotation mode, while
monitoring the viscosity. By applying a power law fit to the data, the viscosity (η) can
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be predicted for shear rates (γ) outside the measurement window applied.
Furthermore, the consistency (K) and flow behaviour index (n) can be calculated
according to:

𝜂 = 𝐾𝛾 ?,3

Equation 3.2.

The shear behaviour of hydrogel-forming fluids is important for the pultrusion
process (which will be outlined below): if the fluid is shear-thinning, a higher shear
will result in lower viscosity and hence, greater permeation and integration into the
fibrous structure.

Tensile testing of hydrogel

The mechanical integrity of dry-film and hydrated-gel samples were measured via
tensile testing, using a universal mechanical tester (Shimadzu, EZ-S) coupled with
analysis software (Trapezium X) in accordance with ASTM D412. Samples were cut
using a dog-bone (dumbbell) cutter (gauge length = 10 mm, width = 3 mm). The
mechanical tester cross-head speed was set at 500 mm/minute, with measurement
for displacement (mm) and force (N) being recorded simultaneously. These
parameters were then converted into stress and strain which in turn are used to
calculate stress and strain at failure.

3.2.2 Fibre Characterisation

Composite fibre samples were inspected by eye to gauge their consistency using 1-
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metre lengths. Each sample was weighed and compared to the un-impregnated
weight of the same sample. Bias angle measurements were also taken every metre
using a Leica Z16 APO digital macroscope with LAS software.

Twisting Study

Twist tolerance testing was carried out utilising the apparatus shown in section 2.2.3.
Fibre samples of 100 mm in length were assessed by inserting a twist under an axial
load of ~10 MPa. At given twist rates (250, 500, 750, 1000 and + turn/m) various
samples were monitored for filament failures and bias angle using light microscopy,
as described above.

3.2.3 Actuation testing

Actuator production

Torsional actuators were produced by affixing hooks with crimps to the end of
various fibre samples via adapted methods developed in section 2.2.1. The various
fibres with hooks and crimps were embedded with HydroMed D4 via submersion for
a period of 5 minutes in a solution of HydroMed D4 (5% w/v) in ethanol/water (96%
v/v). Samples were twisted with the apparatus described in section 2.2.1 to the
desired twist rate (manually counted). Following twisting, the samples were removed
from the apparatus and fixed to glass microscope slides and placed into a 100°C oven
for a period of 10 min. Once removed from the oven and cooled, the twisted
composite fibres retained their inserted twist.
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Actuation testing

Torsional actuation testing was performed in accordance with section 2.2.3 for
various fibre compositions.

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis of all samples was carried out using a
JEOL JMC-6000.

An image for each sample was recorded at x100 and x500

magnification. Samples were prepared via gold sputter coating using JEOL smart
coater for 2 min.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Guest Material Selection

Used extensively in the previous chapter, the HydroMed series of hydrogels are a
hydrophilic polyurethane polyethylene glycol block co-polymer183. These hydrogels
were chosen for further evaluation due to their promising properties including: good
mechanical strength (>25 MPa when swollen) and ease of fabrication due to ability
to be solvent processed: eliminating the need for covalent and or ionic cross-linking,
which is common for most other hydrogel formulations184. Furthermore, HydroMed
grade selection offers the ability to tune the swelling properties significantly, as
described in Chapter 2.
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Linear Expansion

The driving mechanism of host-guest yarn-based actuators is the expansion of the
guest material pushing against the fibres of the twisted yarn (Section 1.4). The
pressure generated by the expansion of the guest material results in the un-twist of
the of the yarn fibres. The swelling of a hydrogel results in two measurable changes
in the bulk material: volumetric swelling; which was reported in the previous chapter
(section 2.3.1, Table 2.1); and linear expansion, measured here to help further
characterise the potential hydrogel guests. As with volumetric swelling, the
HydroMed series of hydrogels offer a wide and range of potential guests with
variable linear expansion characteristics extending from 10% up to 180%, as shown
in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Linear expansion characteristics of various as-prepared HydroMed grades

HydroMed D4 was selected for further investigation since its swelling properties
offer a good middle-ground between the limited swelling of HydroMed D7 and the
extremes of HydroSlip C. Moreover, observations on pre-screening sample hostguest actuators found that in some cases higher swelling grades such as HydroMed
D640 had a propensity to swell to such an extent that the composites would distort
excessively and irrevocably, as shown in Figure 3.2 where the hydration of the
hydrogel can be seen to extend far beyond the boundaries for the twisted yarn.
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Figure 3.2 Unloaded host guest twisted fibre actuator produced using nylon multifilament yarn and
HydroMed D640 pre (a) and post (b) hydration.

Rheology:

Rheological flow curves were recorded for various concentrations of HydroMed D4,
as described in section 3.2.1. By plotting viscosity as a function of shear rate for
polymer solution concentrations between 1% and 15% w/w, power law curves were
fit to the data according to equation 3.2. The consistency index and flow behaviour
index were plotted as a function of HydroMed D4 concentration (Figure 3.3). It is
evident that the consistency increases, while the flow behaviour index (n-value)
decreases with increasing concentration. These trends were expected and is
common for the majority of polymeric solutions. The higher the consistency, the
more “thick” the material can be considered; the lower the n-value, the less
Newtonian the fluid is, i.e. the more shear-thinning in the case of HydroMed
solutions.

In terms of pultrusion, the lower the viscosity, the more material is expected to be
incorporated into the porous thread structure185. Therefore, a more concentrated
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hydrogel solution being pulled at a higher shear rate, and hence lower viscosity, is
deemed to be the optimum operation conditions for this technique. This is due to
the fact that more guest material would be imbued into the fibrous network, while
achieving lower viscosity (<10 Pa·s) at higher shear rates (>10 Hz).

Figure 3.3. Rheological analysis of Hydromed D4 solutions in ethanol/water at 20 oC as a function of
polymer concentration.

Hydrogel Mechanical Properties

Tensile tests were performed on samples of hydrogel both hydrated and dry, with
typical results shown in Figure 3.4. It was determined that, when hydrated, the
HydroMed D4 displayed ~25 MPa ultimate tensile strength and maximum strain
approaching 600% with an elastic recovery of more than 400%. As is typical of
hydrogel materials, the dehydrated polymer displayed higher ultimate tensile
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strengths of ~59 MPa and typical strains at break of just under 800%. Mechanical
performance disparities between a swollen and dry hydrogel are best described by
the Lake and Thomas theory153 in which the toughness of a highly elastic material
(here the HydroMed D4) is defined by the number of polymer chains a propagating
crack encounters as the material fails. The higher the number of polymer chains
crossing the crack plane, the tougher the material is. A swollen hydrogel has a lower
density of polymer chains due to the uptake of water interstitially between the
polymer chains and results in a decrease in the toughness of a swollen hydrogel as
compared with the dry material.

HydroMed D4 displays excellent mechanical properties both hydrated and dry, along
with controlled and extensive swelling with ~50% linear expansion. These
characteristics make HydroMed D4 a good candidate for further evaluation for hostguest actuators. Additionally, solutions of HydroMed D4 dissolved in ethanol display
favourable rheological properties for alternate processing methods.
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Figure 3.4 Example of typical mechanical properties (stress/strain curves) of HydroMed D4 showing
the difference between dry and swollen hydrogel.

3.3.2 Twist Study

Twist-tolerance of various fibres was tested as per section 3.2.2. The fibres selected
for screening included common engineering composite fibres (carbon fibre, glass
fibre and basalt fibre) and sewing threads (cotton, silk, polyester and silver coated
nylon). These fibres were selected because they have demonstrated use in structural
engineering composites or in the production of torsional artificial muscles previously.
Carbon nanotube yarns and niobium nanowires were not chosen due to limited
supply, expense and their inherent handling difficulties.
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Figure 3.5 Twist analysis of various different materials measuring yarn diamater and twist angle of
the fibres at their maximum reliable twist rate.

Successful twist tolerance was set at 1000 turns/m without yarn failure or breakage
of individual filaments within the yarn. This criterion is in line with publications which
often report twist rates up to 1000 turns/m46. It was determined that glass, carbon
and basalt fibres were too brittle (Table 3.2) to tolerate the high amounts of twist
necessary for the production of torsional host-guest actuators, these fibres were not
considered for further studies.

Nylon, cotton, polyester and silk all were capable of sustaining high levels of twist
and even formed coils and snarls; indicating good tolerance to twist insertion. These
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four yarns were selected for further investigation into host-guest compatibility
(Table 3.2).

Table 3.2 The maximum twist rate of various fibre samples and if they passed screening for further
analysis.

3.3.3 Torsional Actuation Analysis

As a part of the screening process to determine suitable constituents for host-guest
composite actuators, it was decided that simple actuators would be prepared in the
method of those made in Chapter 2 using HydroMed D4. Four successful candidates
from the twist tolerance study in section 3.3.2 were made into simple torsional
actuators. Successful host-guest compatibility was deemed to be based on the extent
of torsional actuation when hydrated and the level of return exhibited by the
individual samples when dried and while free hanging (Figure 3.6).

Cotton, silk and nylon were all seen to actuate similarly. However; cotton and silk had
a markedly better return rotation when compared to nylon (6-fold). Polyester
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exhibited half the actuation rotation and almost no return rotation at all, making it
unsuitable for application or further investigation. Host-guest combinations that
exhibit a higher degree of return with all other variables being equal is due to a higher
synergistic relationship between the fibre host and the hydrogel guest (HydroMed
D4).

Figure 3.6 Actuation and return actuation data for cotton, silk, nylon and polyester host-guest
actuators produced via soaking in HydroMed D4 and twisting to 750 t/m.

Fibre Morphology

SEM images were acquired for the raw fibre samples used, as outlined in section
3.2.2. No correlation could be determined for the actuation performance of the
different fibres and the SEM images (Figure 3.7). However, the same images showed
a strong correlation between the morphology of the individual filaments of the yarns
and degree of actuation return. In particular, both cotton and silk show filaments
that are flat and ribbon-like (Figure 3.7 b & f) while those of the polyester and nylon
yarns where cylindrical in shape (Figure 3.7 d & h). In the previous section (3.3.3),
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the cotton and silk both showed a high reversibility in actuation, while the nylon and
polyester showed poor reversibility.

The current understanding of the mechanism of actuation in host-guest artificial
muscles is that actuation is due to the pressure generated by volumetric swelling of
the guest pressing against the filaments of the twisted yarn (Section 1.4). This can be
condensed down to a compressive force pushing against the fibres which is limited
only by the strength and stiffness of the host and guest.

The reversibility of the actuation (return) is due to the volumetric contraction of the
guest material. In order for the sample to return by up-twisting, the retreating guest
material must apply a tensile force on the individual filaments to draw these
filaments together and recover the original volume of the dried composite. The
tensile forces applied by the shrinking guest to the yarn filaments requires strong
adhesion between the host and the guest of the actuator.
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Figure 3.7 SEM of neat yarns showing the morphology of the indivial fibres within the yarn. (a & b)
Cotton thread showing flat band like fibres. (c & d) Silver coated nylon yarn which has a round and
even crossection to individual fibres. (e & f) Silk thread exhibiting a flat fibre strcture. (g & h)
Polyester thread displays a round and even crossection to individual fibres. Left coloum 100x
magnification, white boxes indicat area imaged in right coloum at 500x magnification.
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The two predominant principles of adhesion186 are mechanical “keying”, interlocking
of the adhesive (the guest material) into irregularities on the surface of the substrate
(the surface of the yarn filaments of the host) and electrostatic attraction (such as
van der Waals forces) which is dominated by the amount of surface area. The twisted
ribbon-like structure of cotton and silk filaments (Figure 3.7) are seen to offer more
irregularities for the guest to interlock into when compared to the smooth cylindrical
filaments of the nylon and polyester, promoting stronger adhesion. Moreover, these
ribbon-like structures have a higher surface area to volume ratio when compared to
the round cross sectioned filaments; further promoting more electrostatic
interactions which in turn promotes host-guest adhesion.

The observation of the morphology of the fibres and applying well know adhesion
theories to the host-guest interactions provides a viable hypothesis for why some
host-guest actuators display the ability for more reversible torsional actuation due
to swelling and de-swelling while other composite actuators show almost no
reversing on de-swelling.

3.3.4 General description of samples and their faults

As described earlier (section 3.1), various defects are commonplace in host-guest
twisted yarn composite fibres. Observations were made of nylon (silver coated)
based actuators where clear variations in the gel-to-fibre ratios were evident along
the length of the sample (Figure 3.8). Some parts of the fibre showed thick surface
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gel and other areas where no gel could be observed. These differences in gel
distribution resulted in variations in the diameter of the yarn by up to 100% (0.25
mm compared to 0.5 mm).

It is suspected that these faults could result in uneven actuation/performance along
the length of the composite fibre artificial muscle. Due to the many incremental
improvements in the manual manufacture of these yarns used in this thesis; the
occurrence of some defects have been eliminated. These include loose fibres which
were not incorporated into the yarn during twisting. However, methods to uniformly
embed guest hydrogel along long lengths of twisted yarn samples and to control the
fibre-gel ratio required further development, as will be described below.

Figure 3.8 Silver coated nylon actuature produced through soaking the fibre in a HydroMed D4
soultion then twisting. This method of production impinged guest material out as can be seen buy
the uneven diamaters of the yarn and the transparent gel sitting on the surface.
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3.3.5 Pultrusion

Developed in the 1940’s, “pultrusion” is a common continuous industrial process
used in the manufacture of fibre-reinforced composite parts187. A simplified
pultrusion process consists of drawing a fibre or bundle of fibres through a resin bath
then through a die and is finally subjected to a curing stage. The resulting fibre has a
consistent cross-section and polymer-to-fibre ratio188.

Given these advantages of pultrusion, a simple system was developed to impregnate
the sample yarns with hydrogel solution (Figure 3.9). The method used a 5mL syringe
modified by drilling a hole into it and installing a wire hook below the inlet hole. Next,
a 27-gauge precision fluid dispensing tip was installed and the cotton fibre was
threaded through the inlet hole over the guiding wire hook and out via the syringe
tip.

Once threaded, the body of the syringe was filled with HydroMed D4 polymer
solutions of varying concentrations and the cotton thread was drawn through the
apparatus onto a collecting bobbin which was speed-controlled (0.5 Hz) and
mounted ~ 1 meter away from the tip to allow for evaporation of the ethanol in the
embedded fibre prior to collection (analogues to the curing step of industrial
pultrusion).
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Figure 3.9 Pultrusion apparatus utilising a modified 5mL syringe. Yellow line indicates the travel path
of the yarn duing hydrogel guest embedding (hydrogel solution not shown to aid in seeing internal
features of the syringe).

The previously explored rheological properties (Section 3.2.1) indicated that, due to
the shear-thinning properties of the HydroMed D4, guest solutions of higher
concentration (20% w/v) under the shear of pultrusion would work best for guest
infusion. This use of higher concentration HydroMed solutions is in conflict with the
observation of actuators that were prepared by soaking (Chapter 2 and section
3.3.4), where typical HydroMed concentration ranges were between 3-6% (w/v). In
both cases, the solution viscosity is sufficiently low to allow full penetration of the
solution into the porous yarn.

HydroMed D4 in ethanol solutions of between 5-25% (w/v) were investigated for
hydrogel guest embedding via the above pultrusion set up with cotton thread host
yarns (Figure 3.9). It was found and shown in Figure 3.10a, that the embedding
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process is extremely controllable across the range of concentrations used. This
resulted in hydrogel guest loadings in the dried and twisted fibres ranging from 7%
to 35% (w/w).

Moreover; Figure 3.10a shows that the guest loading was remarkably consistent
across a range of twist rates (0-1000 turns/m). The similarity in guest loading is likely
due to the fact that twisting was performed after the ethanol had evaporated leaving
behind the solid (dry) hydrogel guest; the robust nature of the dry hydrogel
demonstrated in section 3.2.1 indicates that the guest is very unlikely to be extruded
out of the host structure during twisting. The amount of guest incorporated into the
twisted fibres could be closely controlled by the concentration of guest solution used
during pultrusion.

As shown in Figure 3.10b, the amount of incorporated guest increased to a limit with
increasing solution concentration. The maximum limit was likely due to available
surface area on the host yarn, to which the hydrogel can bind; but also the available
pore-space within the multi-filament yarn structure.
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Figure 3.10 a) Hydrogel guest loading via pultrusion in cotton yarn over various twist rates, sereies
reperesent different starting pulthrusion HydroMed D4 concentrations. b) Hydrogel guest fraction of
a 1000 t/m cotton sample over starting pulthrusion HydroMed D4 concentrations (5-25% w/v)

The results of the pultrusion experiments demonstrate that it is a practical technique
for the consistent embedding of a guest material within a fibre host. Visible
inspection along several metres of sample yarns processed using pultrusion indicated
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a consistently uniform diameter. This shows that the pultrusion processing technique
developed here serves to eliminate inconsistencies identified in section 3.3.4 and
makes for an ideal scale-up candidate when considering various potential
applications. These composite fibres can then proceed to be twisted to produce hostguest type artificial muscles of high consistency.

3.3.6 Scaled Up Actuator Production

Since pultrusion demonstrated the ability to produce long lengths of consistent
composite fibres; the next step in turning these fibres into actuators it to insert the
desired twist geometry. A second apparatus was built to continuously produce
twisted composite fibre and simultaneously collect the twisted fibres.

The twisting process can be split into three separate stages: axial loading, twisting,
and collecting. Axial load was achieved through the use of a clutch brake system
where the bobbin was inserted between two springs, the spring pressure restricts
the rotation of the bobbin. The axial load could be regulated by altering the
compression of the springs via adjustment of locking nuts (Figure 3.11). These
manual adjustments were tuned by measuring the fibre drawing force with a
handheld force gauge (RS PRO RS232).
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Figure 3.11. Clutch brake system used to control the drawing force and axial load of composite yarns
during twisting. The adjustable springs apply a force to the supply bobbin via friction to adjust fibre
axial load.

Twisting of the composite fibres was achieved by winding lengths of HydroMed preimpregnated cotton (prepared via section 3.3.7) onto the brake and clutch supply
bobbin. This bobbin was then mounted atop a DC electric motor. Rotational speed
was controlled by adjusting the supply voltage to the DC motor. Collecting of the
twisted fibres was via a collecting bobbin mounted on a stepper motor (Figure 3.12).
The twist rate (measured in turns per meter), and hence bias angle, of the lengths of
actuator could be changed by adjusting the speed of the twisting motor and/or the
speed of the collecting motor. Following the twisting process, the collecting bobbin
with the twisted composite fibre was placed into a 100°C oven for a period of 5 min.
After heating and cooling, the inserted twist was ‘locked in’ and would not naturally
untwist unless actuated via hydration.
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Figure 3.12 Apparatus used to produce continuous lengths of highly twisted host-guest yarn
actuators. The DC motor imparts twist into the yarns as they are collected onto a bobbin controlled
by the stepper motor, yarn tension is controlled by a clutch system on the supply bobbin

Used in conjunction with a length of composite yarn produced via pultrusion, the
above apparatus (Figure 3.12) proved to be very reliable at producing long lengths
of consistently twisted and impregnated composite yarn actuators; limited in length
only by the capacity of the supply bobbin (or the patience of the operator). To test
the consistency, a five-meter length of HydroMed D4 / cotton was produced from a
20% w/v HydroMed D4 solution and twisted to ~750 turns/m. The sample was
subsequently inspected for weight and bias angle (Table 3.3). Over the 5 m length,
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it was established that the guest infusion ratio varied by only 0.9% (29.6-30.5 % w/w)
and the bias angle only varied between 23.6-23.9° (Table 3.3). As such, the
combination of these scaled up manufacturing methods are demonstrated to be
highly reliable and consistent.

Table 3.3 Sample analysis of up-scaled artificial muscles. Host-to-guest ratio and bias angle
measurements taken along different metre lengths.

3.4. Conclusions

A hydrogel was selected for its durability, swelling characteristics, handling and insolution flow properties. A range of natural and synthetic fibres were proposed; a
custom screening process was carried out to select an ideal host candidate according
to: twistability, actuation performance and host-guest interactions. The successful
combination was shown to be cotton sewing thread as the host and HydroMed D4
as the guest.

The initial hand-made twisted cotton HydroMed actuators exhibited imperfections
and inconsistencies. A process to eliminate these irregularities, and scale up
production, was developed. First, a method of guest embedding utilising pultrusion
was implemented, followed by a mechanised twisting process to yield the final
actuator.
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The work described in this chapter oversees the transition from low-quality, handmade twisted actuators to the mechanised production of infinitely scalable, high
quality and consistent composite yarn artificial muscles.

The developed manufacturing methods were considered suitable for further work
based on the consistency of product, the large lengths produced and the ease of
manufacture with controlled compositions. The methods developed in this body of
work contributed to the further research described in the following chapter, but also
to a number of publications: Kongahage et al.189, Shepherd and Spinks190 (Chapter 4),
Spinks et al, 2021.
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4.1. Abstract

Tensile actuators that reversibly generate large length change strokes are of great
interest in many biomedical and robotic applications. Guest–host composite
materials comprising volume change guests with multi-filament yarn hosts can be
exploited as large stroke tensile actuators when the fibre host is formed into helices.
Here, a new type of double helix actuator is introduced by plying two yarns together.

The helical geometry suggests large length contractions are possible when the ply
angle approaches the limit of 45° and when the yarn swells predominantly in the
diameter direction as it occurs when reinforcing filaments are aligned in the yarn
direction. Prototype double helix actuators are constructed from cotton yarn infused
with a water-swellable hydrogel. A series of actuator samples are made with differing
ply angles and the length changes monitored during repeated hydration/dehydration
cycles. Water swelling causes length contractions of up to 9% and it increases in
magnitude with an increase in ply twist. The experimental results are in good
agreement with those calculated using the helical geometry method.

4.2. Introduction

The recent discovery that high-performance actuator materials can be made by
simply twisting and coiling ordinary polymer fibre5 has created much interest in their
properties3,9,191–193 and applications149,150,194. Heating the twist-oriented polymer
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fibres induces a partial untwisting due to their anisotropic thermal volume
expansion154. When formed into coils, this fibre untwist causes length changes in the
coil195 and similar behaviour has been observed in twisted and coiled carbon
nanotube yarns22 and by using chemical196 or electrochemical stimuli10 to generate
the volume changes. The relationship between fibre twist and fibre volume has been
successfully modelled based on the geometry of a single helix154.

The present study was motivated by the extension of this single helix model to a
double helix structure and the prediction of large-scale tensile actuation in noncoiled, two-ply fibres to generate the volume changes. As described in Chapter 2, the
single helix model accurately predicts the amount of torsional rotation occurring in
host-guest twisted yarn composites. In these materials, the helical oriented yarn
filaments permit guest expansion in the diameter direction with very little change in
the yarn length (demonstrated also in Section 2.3.2). To accommodate such
anisotropic volume expansion, the yarn will partially untwist. This same single helix
model also predicts that the yarn length should contract if the yarns ends are
tethered to prevent untwisting while the guest expands. The aim of the current
chapter was to experimentally investigate this effect and use the single helix model
to analyse the experimental data. A double helix structure (two ply twisted yarns)
was adopted as the preferred sample type in this study in an attempt to accentuate
the diameter direction expansion. Double helix samples were prepared with different
degrees of added twist.
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4.3. Experimental

Actuation of the double helix actuators was achieved by immersing the sample in
water to swell the hydrogel and the process was reversed by removing the water and
drying the sample using a stream of nitrogen gas. The actuation properties were
determined isotonically (constant external load) so that the change in length (ΔLA) at
this constant load was measured directly along with the stiffness of the actuator in
the dry (kA) and wet (kʹA) states. The free stroke of the actuator (ΔL0) was calculated
from Equation 4.1.

𝛥 𝐿4 =

65
75

−

685
785

+ 𝛥𝐿9 ,

Equation 4.1.

Where FA and FʹA are the initial and final forces applied to the actuator. A force–
distance transducer (Aurora Scientific, Lever Arm 300B) was used in feedback mode
to apply the constant force and simultaneously measure the length changes. The
sample was mounted into a container and attached to the lever arm so that both
sample ends were prevented from rotating but free to move lengthwise. The samples
were fully immersed in water until the length change reached a steady state. The
water was then removed and the sample dried using a stream of dry nitrogen gas.
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4.3.1. Sample Preparation

Double helix two ply actuators were prepared from cotton and a hydrophilic
polyurethane as illustrated in Figure 4.1, and using the techniques described in Chapter
3 Firstly, a single ply of cotton was extracted by hand from a commercially available
3 ply cotton sewing thread (Gutermann CA 02776). The single ply cotton was drawn
through a modified syringe and 27GA TT tip filled with a HydroMed D4 hydrogel in
ethanol solution (12% w/v) to impregnate the cotton with hydrogel (Figure 4.1). The
HydroMed/cotton composite fibres were air dried for 30 min to evaporate the ethanol.

Two equal length sections of the composite fibres were fixed to wire hooks using a
UV curable glue. Contrasting colours of cotton were chosen for easy visualisation.
The samples with hooks affixed were measured for length and then vertically hung
form a 5V DC electric motor with a speed reduction gearbox to give a slow rotation
speed to allow control of the inserted twist. A 50g weight was fixed to the bottom of
the sample and the electric motor was used to insert twist into the two composite
fibres to form a double helix (Figure 4.1B). The weight was prevented from rotation
and the number of turns inserted into the sample was controlled by the motor
rotation time. The double helix samples were fixed at both ends with wire to a glass
microscope slide while maintaining the 50g axial load and placed into a 100°C oven
for two minutes to effectively heat set the double helix structure. A small reduction
in sample length occurred due to twist insertion, as shown in
Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Method to prepare double helix actuators: A) single ply cotton was feed through a hole in
a plastic syringe body and through a guide hook and removed through a fine syringe tip to control
the amount of HydroMed solution imbibed into the cotton. B) Two equal lengths of air-dried cottonHydroMed samples were twisted under constant tension using a geared electric motor to give double
helix twisted samples with controlled twist. These twisted samples were oven heat set under tension
and with the ends clamped to prevent untwisting.

Table 4.1. Dimensions and twist characteristics of as-prepared two-ply double helix cotton-hydrogel
samples.
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4.3.2. Sample Characterisation and Actuation Testing

The as-prepared and water swollen double helix two ply hydrogel-cotton composite
samples were characterised using optical microscopy, with dimensions given in
Table 4.1. As expected, the double helix sample diameter tended to increase and the
length decrease as more twist was inserted during sample preparation.

Mechanical properties and actuation behaviour were evaluated using an Aurora
Model 300B Lever Arm force-distance transducer (Figure 4.2). Samples were firmly
clamped vertically at the one end within a syringe body modified to contain a wire
hook and a water inlet /outlet. The samples were then suspended between the
syringe and the lever arm. Tensile stress-strain behaviour of the samples were
measured by increasing the sample tension to load and unload the sample. Isotonic
actuation testing occurred using wet-dry cycles with a constant stress of 1.5 MPa
applied by the lever arm. A microscope was mounted perpendicularly to the sample
for observation and measurement of the sample diameter during immersion and
drying.
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Figure 4.2. Apparatus for mechanical testing and actuation testing of the double helix actuators

4.4. Results & Discussion

Contracting actuation was stimulated by pumping water into the syringe body with
full contractile actuation was reasoned to have occurred when no further change in
sample length was observed. Typically, this contraction occurred within 5 minutes
(Figure 4.3). Reversal of actuation occurred when the samples were dried by
removing the water and assisted by passing dry nitrogen gas over the sample.
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Figure 4.3. Actuation strain measured during multiple wet and dry cycles for cotton-hydrogel
composite fibres: a) untwisted, single ply sample; b)-d) double helix two ply actuators showing the
calculated free strains obtained from the measured isotonic strains and the stiffnesses in the wet and
dry states. The dry condition was chosen as the starting, zero strain state for all samples. Samples
were prepared with different inserted twist: b) 700 tpm; c) 1000 tpm; d) 1350 tpm and e) 1730 tpm

Hydrogel-infused cotton yarns were used to construct the prototype double helix
actuators and have been shown to generate up to 9% tensile stroke when hydrated.
Importantly, there was negligible change in length observed in the precursor
hydrogel-infused cotton yarn. However, when the same precursor hydrogel-cotton
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yarns were plied to form double helices, the swelling of the hydrogel generated
appreciable length contractions. The magnitude of the contraction increased when
more twist was inserted into the double helix.

The experimental results confirm that the tensile actuation was due to the helical
arrangement of the precursor yarns in the double helix samples. The gel swelling–
deswelling transition can induce very large and reversible volume changes while the
fibre composite structure can be designed to direct the swelling into the diameter
direction and simultaneously limit changes in the fibre length. Fibre composites
theory provides guidance for the sample design with swelling anisotropy governed
by the material's directional elastic properties197. Twisted fibre composites show
higher elastic modulus in the longitudinal direction compared with the radial
direction for typical twist angles198 even though the longitudinal modulus decreases
with increasing twist. The same behaviour in two-ply double helix yarns would be
amenable to generating the high tensile strokes during volume expansion as
described above and was the motivation for the present study.

The mass fraction of dried hydrogel in the cotton–hydrogel composite was 26%.
Immersing these composite single ply yarns in water with a small tensile stress and
with the ends clamped to prevent untwisting generated swelling with the diameter
increasing by a factor of 18% and negligible changes in the precursor composite yarn
length (Figure 4.3a). Double helix actuators were constructed from two pieces of the
gel-infused cotton yarn by twisting under constant tension. The degree of inserted
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twist was controlled to prepare a series of double helix two-ply actuators with helix
angles varying from 11° to 38°, as shown in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.1. Higher helix
angles were unachievable in the present study due to coil formation at high inserted
twist.

Figure 4.4. Double helix two-ply actuators prepared with different twist: a) 645 turns m−1, b) 1200
turns m−1, c) 1550 turns m−1, and d) 1800 turns m−1. Images were taken at 65× magnification in air
and immediately after immersion in water to achieve equilibrium swelling. The gel infused white
cotton yarn is almost invisible in these images.

Tensile actuation tests were performed under isotonic conditions using a small
tensile load (≈50 mN) to ensure the samples were held straight. Several wet/dry
cycles were performed to assess the reversibility of the actuation and each sample
was also subjected to a load/unload sequence in both the wet and dry states to
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determine the respective stiffnesses. Changing material stiffness is known to affect
the actuation stroke195 so the measured actuation stroke (ΔLA) was converted to the
free stroke (ΔL0) using:

1

𝛥 𝐿5 = 𝐹@ ( ; −
(

1

; ′(

) + 𝛥𝐿@ ,

Equation 4.2

where FA is the applied constant tensile load, and kA and k′A are the sample
stiffnesses in the dry and wet states, respectively. For isotonic testing FA= FʹA so that
Equation 4.1 reduces to Equation 4.2.

The stiffness values are reported in Table 4.1. and show a decrease in stiffness when
the samples were hydrated of up to 30%. Water swelling of the composite yarn
caused length contractions for all of the double helix two-ply samples and this
contraction was reversed on drying (Figure 4.6a, Figure 4.2). Length contraction
occurs during swelling because the cotton yarns resist stretching and their lengths
remain unchanged. To accommodate both a volume increase and a constant length
of the cotton yarn, the double helix structure will show a diameter increase and
length decrease when end rotation cannot occur. Isotonic actuation strains were only
slightly reduced compared with the free strains because of the relatively small
constant force used, even though the isotonic stress was more than five times higher
than the blocked stress generated by natural skeletal muscle.37
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Figure 4.5. a) Double helix two-ply actuation during a single wet–dry cycle and showing the
calculated free strains obtained from the measured isotonic strains and the measured stiffnesses in
the wet and dry states. The dry condition was chosen as the starting, zero strain state. Samples were
prepared with different inserted twist, as indicated. b) Comparison of the ratio of the final double
helix length in the wet state to the initial dry length. Solid symbols are measured values and the
unfilled symbols represent calculated values.

The experimental actuation results were observed to be in good agreement with the
predictions of the helical model. The amount of untwist and length change expected
in a double helix actuator can be approached by considering the geometry of the two
identical helices, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. The two-ply fibres are in close contact
along the entire length of the double helix structure, so that the diameter (D) of the
helix as defined by the centreline of either fibre and is related to the fibre diameter
(d) when two identical fibres are used, as given by:
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𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

=

?
@

Equation 4.2.

Where α is the helix angle measured against the long axis of the double helix. The
number of turns made by each fibre (N), the length of the double helix (L), and the
length of each fibre (S) are related as follows:

𝑆2 = 𝐿2 + (𝜋𝑁𝐷)2

Equation 4.3.

Figure 4.6. a) Schematic illustration of the two-ply double helix actuator and a representation of one
of the two identical helices with the opened up 2D view showing the geometrical parameters. The
ideal cross section taken perpendicular to the long axis is shown at right. b) Calculations showing the
expected double helix length change resulting from a volume increase of 50% for two-ply actuators
made from 0.08 mm diameter yarn and as a function of the initial inserted twist. The ratio of
diameter to length expansion is as indicated.
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Combining Equations 4.2 and 4.3 gives a quadratic expression for L2 that has the
roots obtained from:
𝐿9 =

1
2

1

[𝑆 9 ± 𝑆(𝑆 9 − 4𝜋 9 𝑁 9 𝑑 9 )2 ]

Equation 4.4.

When N = 0, the fibre length is the same as the helix length which only corresponds
to the positive root of Equation 4.4. This expression can be used to estimate the
length of the double helix and to calculate length changes expected when the fibres
undergo a volume change.

This model shows that the double helix geometry is capable of amplifying fibre length
changes when the fibre volume expands anisotropically and when the ends are
tethered to prevent any rotation. Example calculations shown in Figure 4.6b
correspond to a fibre that increases in volume by 1.5 times and illustrate the strong
influences of the amount of inserted twist and the volume expansion anisotropy on
the final length of the double helix. Fibres that show isotropic volume expansion are
not affected by the inserted twist and the helix length changes identically to that of
the fibre. However, fibres that expand anisotropically generate larger than expected
tensile strokes in the double helix with both length expansions and length
contractions as possible outcomes. Fibres that expand predominantly in the length
direction will extend the double helix length while length contractions result when
the individual fibres expand mostly in the diameter direction. Large tensile strokes
are predicted in some cases. For example, a double helix constructed from fibres that
expand in volume by a factor of 1.5, and where the fibre length is constant (so that
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the diameter expansion ratio is 1.22) are predicted to contract in length by more than
15% when the initial helix angle is around 40°. Godler et al.199 have shown that the
maximum helix angle in a two-ply structure is geometrically limited by the jammed
state that occurs when the helix pitch is the same as the fibre diameter. However,
the maximum inserted twist can be further limited by the fibre length. Real number
solutions are only possible in Equation 4.4 when the fibre length exceeds 2πdN,
which limits the amount of inserted twist for a given fibre diameter. In all cases, the
maximum helix angle is limited to sinαcosα = 0.5 or α = 45°. The above analysis
suggests that impressive tensile strokes are achievable in a double helix structure
when the helix angle approaches this upper limit.

The measured actuation strains were compared with values calculated using the helix
geometry model of Equation 4.4. Tethering the sample ends to prevent rotation
ensured that the amount of twist in the double helix samples did not change during
swelling and deswelling so that N remained constant. The hybrid yarns were
observed to flatten when highly twisted into the double helix structure making direct
measurement of the helix diameter difficult. Instead, Equation 4.4 was used to fit a
value of fibre diameter to the observed change in length that occurred during
twisting (Table 4.1.). These diameters were in the range of 60–80 µm for the dry
hybrid yarns, which is approximately half the measured diameter of the un-plied dry
hybrid yarn. This diameter decrease during plying reflects the compaction and
flattening of the yarns that occurred during twist insertion.
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Calculations of the double helix length after water swelling assumed that the
fractional fibre diameter and length changes during hydration were the same as that
observed for the single hydrogel–cotton yarn when tensioned to the same stress that
was used during the double helix two-ply yarn testing (Figure 4.3). The calculated
length changes from Equation 4.4 for the double helix structures prepared with
different initial inserted twist are shown in Figure 4.6b. The calculated values are
compared with the measured length change ratio for the double helix two-ply
samples and good agreement was observed between the measured and calculated
values.

4.5. Conclusions

The analysis and experimental results presented here demonstrate a new method
for generating high stroke tensile artificial muscles. A simple method of twisting two
swellable fibres to form a double helix structure is shown to be an effective means
for amplifying fibre volume changes in the helix length direction. The prototype
double helix two-ply actuators reported in the present study generated actuation
strokes of up to 9% contraction when operating against a constant stress of 1.5 MPa.
These tensile strokes are smaller and the strain rates slower than obtained in
previously reported artificial muscles, such as in thermally stimulated coiled polymer
fibers5,200 However, further improvements in actuation performance in the double
helix actuators could be expected by utilizing hydrogels with higher swelling ratios
and by increasing the ply twist toward the maximum limit at a helix angle of 45°.
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Hydrogels can also be designed to respond to chemical stimuli, such as pH or ionic
strength, and to thermal stimuli. These high-stroke actuators may find use in
biomedical or robotic applications.
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5.1 Conclusions

Traditional actuators although ubiquitous in modern society have shortcomings
which limit their use in certain fields. This thesis aimed to progress the field of
artificial muscles, in particular, host-guest yarn based artificial muscles, which have
the potential to fill the inherent gaps left by traditional actuators. A thorough
literature review of the incremental performance improvements in artificial muscles
and actuating materials was undertaken, the learnings of which were outlined.
Particular focus for this thesis was dedicated to the mechanics of actuation and the
identification of materials characteristics of the components used in highperformance host-guest twisted fibre artificial muscles. Prior work had shown that
torsional actuators could be fabricated by twist insertion into yarns and fibres and by
inducing a volume increase to cause these yarns and fibres to untwist. However, only
a relatively small number of fibres and volume-changing guest materials had been
used to date. In addition, many of the host-guest twisted yarns reported in the
literature contained manufacturing defects. This thesis aimed to address both issues
by developing theories to explain torsional actuation in host-guest fibres and to
improve their fabrication methods. Based on these studies, the thesis also
introduced a new type of double-helix actuators.

The study began with composite-yarn torsional artificial muscles that were
successfully prepared from niobium nanowires and produced into torsional actuators
by embedding with varying hydrogel guest materials and the insertion of twist. These
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niobium nanowire-hydrogel host-guest actuators were tested for free hanging
torsional actuation through hydration and dehydration, the results of which showed
a distinct correlation between the torsional performance of the actuator and the
volumetric expansion of the guest material. As expected, guests of higher volumetric
expansion produced actuators of larger torsional stroke demonstrating
performances of up to 175°/mm.

Niobium-hydrogel composite yarn torsional actuators showed non-fully reversible
cyclic actuation, though they were judged to be of sufficient quality for investigation
into the mechanisms of actuation. Insight derived from the actuation response was
used to develop and verify a mathematical model that predicted the output of
prepared actuators. This model delivered results in alignment with empirical data
and has potential application in the design of host-guest actuators with specific
performance requirements.

In line with observations from the literature, and as observed in the development of
niobium twisted yarns, the production methods of niobium-hydrogel actuators
resulted in often malformed devices. Most notably, inconsistencies of the yarn fibres
and the volume control of embedded guest material. A study into the manufacturing
methods of composite yarn actuators and a screening process for materials
selections and how to improve them was undertaken. Firstly, a HydroMed D4
hydrogel was selected for its favourable materials and handling characteristics to act
as a guest material. Secondly, after screening, cotton sewing thread was chosen as
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an ideal host candidate for the aforementioned hydrogel guest.

The initial crude twisted cotton HydroMed actuators exhibited similar imperfections
and inconsistencies as those observed in the development of niobium twisted yarns.
A method of embedding the guest hydrogel utilising pultrusion was established,
followed by a mechanised twisting process which yielded high quality, consistent
actuators. This two-step mechanised process to eliminated irregularities, resulting in
stable bias angles and host-guest ratios less than 0.3° and 0.9% w/w, respectively,
and allowed for up-scaled production.

These newly adapted highly consistent and repeatable manufacturing methods and
the host-guest combination of cotton thread and HydroMed D4 were used in the
production of novel high-stroke tensile host-guest artificial muscles. Two HydroMed
embedded cotton fibres were twisted together to form a double helix structure. This
double helix structure was shown to amplify the fibre volume changes perpendicular
to the fibre length. Double helix host-guest actuators under constant stress of 1.5
MPa were capable of generating fully reversible strokes of up to 9% contraction.
Modelling of these novel double-helix host-guest artificial muscles was undertaken
which showed congruity with the empirical results.

The work described in this thesis provides important insights for the next generations
of artificial muscles and actuators. It has further developed the understanding of how
host-guest artificial muscles operate at a mechanical level and provides for the
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mechanised production of infinitely scalable, high quality and consistent composite
yarn artificial muscles. Moreover; it has developed a novel geometry for host guest
artificial muscles showing that the three functional components for actuators of this
type are: host, guest and twist.

5.2 Future work

The findings presented in this thesis open up a wide range of possibilities and
directions for future work. They should focus on combining the three major learnings
arising from these studies; the better understanding of host-guest interactions,
Improved and scaled manufacturing techniques and the use of novel geometries for
the production of actuators.

The screening process shown in this thesis could be used to find new host-guest
combinations. Hydrogels have demonstrated a response to a range of different
stimuli, including: pH, light, ions and temperature changes. By screening for
appropriate fibre hosts and embedding one of these responsive hydrogels, the
potential is opened up to produce actuators which respond to useful stimuli and
produce as-of-yet to be developed devices. Double-helix actuators could be
produced that utilise alternative guest materials, hydrogels which respond to
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different stimuli or with higher swelling ratios. Performance can also be theoretically
increasing by alternative guest selection that allows the ply twist to approach the
maximum helix angle limit of 45°.

The mechanised production methods can be adapted to make coiled fibre actuators,
as shown by the literature, coiling amplifies tensile stroke, producing actuators of
high performance and, as such, it is a logical next step. Additionally, the increased
production capacities and actuator consistencies afforded by these production
methods provide scope for the development of smart textiles/garments, biomedical
devices or robotic applications.
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